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Abstract: In the present paper, we taclcle the problem of the compact and efficient representation of 
restricted lexical co-occurrence information in the lexicon along semantic lines. The theoretical 
framework for this study is the Mt'Il1Iing Tert Theury (MIT) and, more specifically, the lexicographic part 
of M1T - the Explanatory Commnatorial Dictionary (ECD), which contains for each lexeme (i) its 
semantic definition. (ii) a systematic description of its restricted lexical co-occurrence in terms of Lexical 
Functions (LF), and (iii) its Guoernment Pattern. The data domain is the semantic field of emotion lexemes 
in German. In order to represent the restricted lexical co-occurrence (or collocations) of the lexemes in 
this field, we suggest the follOwing procedure: 
1. Construct approximate descriptions of their meaning, i.e. what we call the abridged lexicographic 
definitions. Formulated in terms of semantic features, these definitions are supposed to provide as 
much semantic information as necessary for establishing correlations between the semantic 
features of a lexeme and its collocates. 
2. Specify their syntactic Government Patterns, which are needed for a clearer picture of their co-
occurrence - syntactic as well as lexical. 
3. Specify their restricted lexical co-occurrence with the verbs chosen. 
4. Establish correlations between the values of LFs and the semantic features in the abridged 
definitions of the emotion lexemes. 
S. Based on these correlations, extract recurrent values of LFs (and recurrent Government Patterns) 
from individual lexical entries and list them under what we call the generic lexeme of the 
semantic field under study - in this case, GEFUHL 'emotion'. This leads on the one hand, to 
"compressed" lexical entries for emotion lexemes, and on the other hand, to the creation of a 
lexical entry of a new type: the "public" entry of a generic lexeme. 
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Lexical Co-occurrence and Lexical Inheritance 87 
Opsomming: Leksikale verbindinge en leksikale erfenis. Emosielekseme in 
Duits: In Leksikografiese gevallestudie. In hierdie dokument bespreek ons die probleem 
van die bondige en doeltreffende voorste1ling volgens semantiese beginsels van inligting oor beperkte 
leksikale verbindinge in die leksikon. Die teoretiese raamwerk vir hierdie studie is die Teorie van 
Betekenisteks (MTI) en, meer spesifiek, die leksikografiese deel van MIT - die Explanatory Combinatorial 
Dictionary (ECD), wat die volgende vir elke lekseem bevat: (i) sy semantiese definisie, (il) 'n sistematiese 
beskrywing van sy beperkte leksikaIe verbindinge in terme van uksikale Funksies en (iii) sy Bepalings-
patroon. Die inligtingsterrein is die semantiese veld van emosie1ekseme in Duits. Om die beperkte 
leksikale verbindinge (of kollokasies) van die lekseme in hierdie veld voor te stel, doen ons die volgende 
prosedure aan die hand: 
1. Stel benaderde beskrywings van hulle betekenis op, d.i. wat ons die afgeJwrte leksikDgrafiese 
definisies noem. Geformuleer in terme van semantiese kenmerke, is hierdie definisies veronderste1 
om soveel semantiese inligting te voorsien as wat nodig is om korrelasies tussen die semantiese 
kenmerke van 'n lekseem en sy kollokasies vas te stel. 
2. Spesi£iseer hulle sintaktiese BepaIingspatrone, wat nodig is vir 'n duideliker beeld van hulle 
verbindinge - sowel sintakties as 1eksikaal. 
3. Spesifiseer hulle beperkte leksikaIe verbindinge met die gekose werkwoorde. 
4. Stel korrelasies vas tussen die waardes van die LF's en die semantiese kenmerke in die verkorte 
definisies van emosie1ekseme. 
5. Onttrek herhalende waardes van LF's (en herhalende Bepalingspatrone) aan individuele leksikaIe 
inskrywings wat op hierdiekorrelasies gebaseer is en lys hulle onder wat ons die generiese 
lekseem van die .semantiese veld onder bespreking noem - in hierdie geval GEFOHL 'emosie'. 
Dit lei enersyds na "verdigte" leksikaIe inskrywings vir emosielekseme, en andersyds na die 
skepping van 'n nuwe tipe leksikaIe inskrywing: die "algemene" inskrywing van 'n generiese 
lekseem. 
Sleutelwoorde: LEKSIKOGRAFIE, LEKSIKON, DUITSE EMOSIELEKSEME, LEKSIKALE 
VERBINDINGE, KOLLOKASIES, TEORIE VAN BETEKENISTEKS, LEKSIKALE FUNKSIES, SEMAN-
TIESE KENMERKE, SEMANTIES-LEKSIKALE KORRELASIES, INUGTINGSONTIREKKING, ERFE-
NIS, INDIVIDUELE LEKSIKALE SUBINSKRYWING, ALGEMENE LEKSIKALE SUBINSKRYWING. 
1. Introduction 
1.1 The Statement of the Problem 
The present paper deals with a well-known problem of lexicon construction: How 
to represent lexical information within a linguistic description in a more compact 
and efficient way? More specifically, we are concerned with the problem of a more 
compact and efficient representation of restricted lexical co-occurrence informa-
tion.l 
Restricted lexical co-occurrence is the co-occurrence of lexemes such that the 










































88 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
another lexeme 14 to which this meaning is applied. The phrase LI + L2 is called a 
collocation (d. Firth 1957; Hausmann 1985; Benson 1989), of which L2 is the base 
and LI, the collocate. Thus, in the collocations [to] do <"milke> a FAVOR vs. [to] milke 
< "do> a MISTAKE the nouns are bases and the verbs, collocates. 
Restricted lexical co-occurrence is an extremely wide-spread phenomenon, 
which needs to be captured in lexica for both human and computational use. Cf., 
for example, a few sentences chosen randomly from a newspaper (the collocates 
are italicized, the bases are written in small capitals): 
(1) a. The President imposed an overnight CURFEW on three areas ... in order 
to stamp out <= put down> the VIOLENCE. 
b. The panel issued a REPORT to the Secretary of State. 
c. Reagan rejected PLEAS to open TALKS with striking US air controllers. 
d. The heaviest PRISON TERMS in Kentucky history have been handed down 
against two men. 
e. South African troops have spread a DRAGNET across the country in a 
SEARCH for three heavily ARMED black guerillas. The ANC has claimed 
RESPONSIBIUIY for the ATTACK launched last Tuesday in which four 
ROCKETS were fired at an army camp. 
A method for a systematic description of restricted lexical co-occurrence, i.e. of 
collocations, in lexica has been introduced into linguistic theory under the heading 
of Lexical Functions (LFS) as early as 1966, see CZolkovskij and Mel'CuI< 1966) (for a 
short discussion of LFs, see 2.3). In terms of LFs, the collocation LI + L2 (with LI 
being the collocate and L2 the base) is presented as f(L2) = Ll,where L2 is called the 
keyword of the corresponding LF and LI its value. The LF itself represents a 
specific semantico-syntactic relation between Ll and L2. 
In accordance with the arbitrariness of collocations, LF values are, by 
definition, arbitrary, i.e. they cannot be fully predicted from the meaning or 
grammatical properties of the keyword. 
However, this arbitrariness does not preclude partial motivation. Thus, the 
values of an LF may correlate with the semantic class of its keyword. For instance, 
in French most nominallexemes that denote emotional attitudes go with 'eprouver 
'[to] experience' {eprouver un profond respect/ m'epris '[to] feel deep respect/ 
contempt', 'eprouver de la compassion '[to] feel compassion', etc.). Similarly, Gennan 
'attitudinal' lexemes ACHTUNG 'respect', HASS 'hatred', MITLEID 'compassion', etc. 
co-occur with entgegenbringen '[to] show' and aufkommen '[to] come up'. In English, 
[ to] issue combines not only with report but also with STATEMENT, COMMENT, 
ORDER, etc.; [to] reject goes with plea as well as with PROPOSAL, ADVICE, 
SUPPOSmON, OFFER, and so on.2 
All these examples show a correlation between the meaning of a lexeme and 
its restricted lexical co-occurrence: lexemes with common restricted lexical co-
occurrence also share semantic features. This phenomenon is quite frequent in 
language; therefore, it must be possible - at least to some useful extent - to 










































Lexical CO-OCCUJ'l'ence and Lexical Inheritance 89 
eneralization allows for a compact representation of information without an 
a v~rhead of information multiplication in that it makes use of object classes: 
~mmon semantic properties of several linguistic objects are extracted and 
specified only once as distinguishing properties of a specific object class; all objects 
which share these properties are defined as members of this class. That is, 
generalization implies a hierarchical representation with a partial order induced 
by the relation 'is more general than' between classes and their members, which 
can in their tum be again (more specific) classes. If C2 is a subclass of Cl (i.e. Cl :J 
C2), C2 is characterized by all properties of Cl· Formally speaking, C2 inherits the 
properties of Cl along the "e", or "IS-A", link. . 
Here, we focus on the principle of inheritance as applied to the representation 
of lexicographic information - the lexical inheritance. Extensive use of this 
principle has already been made with respect to the inheritance of semantic and 
syntactic properties of lexemes. 
Semantic Inheritance is based on semantic classification of lexemes. Thus, 
specific lexemes such as, e.g:, CAT, DOG, and HORSE, are grouped into a class of 
ANIMALS; the common semantic features are then extracted from their descriptions 
to be associated with the class animal. This paradigm has been used, for example, 
in Nirenburg and Raskin's Conceptual Lexicon (Nirenburg and Raskin 1987), in 
Pustejovsky's Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky 1991), in WordNet (Miller et al. 1993), 
etc. 
For Syntactic Inheritance, lexemes that possess identical properties (semantic 
and / or syntactic) are grouped into classes such that the syntactic characteristics 
of those classes are formulated directly for each class. Then, for example, instead of 
describing the syntactic behavior of the lexeme [to] TRY individually, it is indicated 
that [to] TRY belongs to a particular class of verbs whose syntactic properties are 
stated for the class as a whole. This approach is typical of traditional linguistics 
and lexicography; it has recently also been applied in various formal grammatical 
models, such as Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (pollard and Sag 1987, 
1992), Word Grammar (Hudson and Fraser 1992) and linguistic representation 
formalisms· (d., for example, (Zajac 1992; Carpenter 1992) as well as in research 
aimed at predicting syntactic behavior from common semantic content (d. e.g., the 
MIT Lexicon Project Hale and Keyser 1986; Levin 1989, 1993).3 
The inheritance of lexical co-occurrence properties (henceforth Co-()ccurrence 
Inheritance) could be implemented using the same methodology: by grouping into 
one class all the lexemes that have identical values of the same LFs. However, such 
a "pure" classification does not apply well to restricted lexical co-occurrence. On 
the one hand, semantic and syntactic inheritance deals mainly with disjointed 
classes organized into a rigid hierarchized structure; the co-occurrence inheritance, 
on the contrary, gives rise to heavily overlapping classes which do not form a clear 
hierarchy.4 On the other hand, classes obtained in semantic and syntactic 
inheritance are "natural" in that for each of them a semantics- or syntax-based 
justification is available; in co-occurrence inheritance, the result would be 
"dummy" classes, which are not "natural" (the language has no lexemes to 










































90 Igor A. Mel'C\lk and Leo Wanner 
would lead to intersecting classes; etc.). 
Therefore, instead of aiming at a "pure" classification of lexemes based on 
their co-occurrence properties we take a different course: finding correlations 
between values of LFs and semantic features of the keywords. These correlations 
underlie a technique (discussed in Section 4) which allows for a Significant 
generalization of restricted lexical co-occurrence presentation in a lexicon. 
The essence of our work can be summed up in the follOwing three points: 
• devising a semantic description for lexemes under consideration - such that 
it would facilitate the determination of correlations with the values of LFs; 
• finding and formulating the correlations themselves; 
• exploiting these correlations in order to generalize lexical co-occurrence 
information. 
1.2 The Theoretical Framework and the Data 
The theoretical framework for this study is the Meaning-Text Theory (MIT) (Mel'Cuk 
1974, 1981, 1988) and, more specifically, the lexicograEhic part of MIT - the 
Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) (Mel'Cuk and Zolkovskij 1984; Mel'Cuk 
et al. 1984, 1988, 1992). 
Our data domain is the semantic field of emotions in German, i.e. Gennan 
lexemes such as ANGSf 'fear', ARGER 'anger', BEGEISfERUNG 'enthusiasm', FREUDE 
'joy', MITLEID 'compassion', etc. We have chosen emotion lexemes as test data for 
two reasons: First, emotion lexemes are linguistically very vivid. They are 
frequent, semantically complex, highly idiomatic, and, as a rule, exhibit a rich 
restricted lexical co-occurrence. Second, emotion lexemes have for a long time been 
in the focus of attention of linguistics and psychology; they have also been subject 
of extensive work in MIT (see, e.g., Iordanskaja 1970, 1972, 1973; Iordanskaja and 
Mel'Cuk 1991). 
We have chosen German because it is close enough to English but at the same 
time different enough to provide interesting insights. Besides, it is the mother 
tongue of one of the authors, which is crucial to the study of fine-grained 
semantics and lexical co-occurrence. 
From the semantic field of emotions, we have selected the forty most frequent 
emotion nouns (listed in Appendix B, Section 1.1). These nouns are taken as 
keywords of ten verbal LFS (see Appendix A, Section 1), which are most frequently 
applied to emotion lexemes; from the verbs that appear as their values (LF-verbs), 
twenty-five have been selected for the present study (see Appendix B, Section 1.2). 
Thus, we analyze a 4Ox25 matrix representing all of the "emotion noun - LF verb" 
combinations (see Section 3.3). Obviously, this is merely a partial study; an 
exhaustive analysis would require the coverage of all emotion noun lexemes and 










































Lexical CD-<lCcurreI1Ce and Lexical Inheritance 91 
1.3 The Methodology 
For the chosen forty lexemes, we proceed as follows: 
1. Construct approximate descriptions of their meaning, i.e. what we will call 
the abridged lexicographic definitions; formulated in terms of semantic features, 
these definitions are supposed to provide ,as much semantic information as 
necessary for establishing correlations between the semantic features of a 
lexeme and its collocates. For example:5 
Angst von X vor Y wegen Z 'X's fear of Y because of Z' = X's 
negative, manifestable, reactive, active, excited-state, self-con-
trol-Ioss-inflicting, permanent or temporary Gefiihl directed at Y 
because of Z 
2. Specify their syntactic Government Patterns (a sample Government Pattern is 
given in Subsection 2.2), which are needed for a clearer picture of their co-
occurrence - syntactic as well as lexical. 
3. Specify their restricted lexical co-occurrence with the verbs chosen, i. e. the 
collocations of the type Angst haben lit. '[to] have fear' (but not "Bedauern 
haben lit. '[to] have regret'), in Wut geraten lit. '[to] get into rage' = '[to] begin 
to be in rage' (but not "in Haft geraten lit. '[to] get into hatred' = '[to] begin to 
be in hatred'), etc. This is to be done in terms of LPs; for example, 
Oper} (ANGST) = haben, IncepOper} (WUT) = geraten, etc. (The definitions of 
relevant LPs are found in Appendix A, Section 1.) 
4. Establish correlations between the values of LPs and the semantic features in 
the abridged definitions of the emotion lexemes. For example: if the value of 
Oper} of a lexeme is entgegenbringen lit. '[to] show', then the abridged 
definition contains the semantic feature 'attitudinal', see above. 
S. Based on these correlations, extract recurrent values of LPs (and recurrent 
Government Patterns) from individual lexical entries and list them under 
what we call the generic lexeme of the semantic field under study - in this 
case, GEFiiHL 'emotion'. This leads on the one hand, to "compressed" lexical 
entries for emotion lexemes (all the forty of them are given in full in 
Appendix C); and on the other hand, to the creation of a lexical entry of a 
new type: the "public" entry of a generic lexeme, see Subsection 4.5. 
The treatment of lexical data as outlined above shows that significant correlations 
between restricted lexical co-occurrence and semantic features exist; and they 
allow for reasonable generalizations. At the same time, the correlations are far 










































92 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
1.4 The Structure of the Paper 
The structure of the paper follows directly from our methodology. First, we need a 
brief characterization of our formal framework: the Explanatory Combinatorial 
Dictionary (Section 2). Second, we provide an overview of the lexicographic data 
on emotion lexemes in German: discussion of their semantics, syntax, and 
restricted lexical co-occurrence (Section 3). Third, we address the central problem 
of this study: a more efficient representation of lexical co-occurrence (Section 4). 
Section 4 is divided into five parts: finding correlations between restricted lexical 
co-occurrence and meaning, which is a prerequisite for co-occurrence inheritance 
(4.1); formulating our proposal for the description of syntactic and lexical co-
occurrence inheritance (4.3); illustrating the proposal by some concrete data: 
sample entries for emotion lexemes and the entry for the generic lexeme of the field 
(4.4 and 4.5). Finally, we discuss the results obtained, some open problems and the 
future work in the domain of co-occurrence inheritance (Section 12). 
The paper also includes three appendices: Appendix A provides the 
definitions of LFS we need for our exposition; Appendix B contains the data on 
emotion lexemes and their collocates; Appendix C contains the ECD-type 
compressed lexical entries for all forty German emotion lexemes studied (i.e. 
entries compiled using inheritance techniques proposed). 
2. The Framework: Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) 
The present study is substantive and does not depend on a speci£i.c theoretical 
framework: the correlations between lexical co-occurrence and meaning can be 
stated within any theory which offers sufficient formal means for their systematic 
treatment. However, to be able to present a concrete proposal, we need a concrete 
formalism. The formalism we have chosen is that of the Meaning-Text Theory. 
It is impossible to state in this paper the general postulates, main principles 
and the formal apparatus advanced in MIT, so we will rely on the references given 
above. However, we will say a few words about the structure of a lexical entry in 
the ECD, since the problem addressed lies within its realm and the sohition 
proposed is intimately linked to the form of its entries. 
In an ECD, a distinct lexical entry is defined for each lexeme L;6 L is the head 
lexeme of this entry. Here we will touch briefly only on the three major ECD entry 
zones, which are relevant to our purpose: 
• the Semantic Zone, which contains the Definition of the head lexeme; 
• the Syntactic Zone, which contains its Government Pattern; 
• the Lexical Co-occu"ence Zone, which contains the Values of LFs applicable to 
the head lexeme. 
The Semantic Zone and the Lexical Co-occu"ence Zone are our main concern; the 










































Lexical Co-occurrence and Lexical Inheritance 93 
Pattern being essentially involved both in the definition and in the specification of 
the LF values. 
2.1 Semantic Zone 
The definition of a predicate head lexeme L7 consists of a propositional form, 
which makes explicit the semantic actants (Sem.A(L)8 of L) designated x, Y, Z, ..• , 
and the definition proper, i.e. a semantic decomposition of L's meaning, which 
specifies the properties of L's SemAs and the relationships between them. The 
following example shows the definition of one sense of the verb [to] HELP [consider 
Martin helped us to write this paper with his advice]: 
X helps Y to Z with W = 'Y trying to do or doing Z, X uses X's 
resources W, adding W to Y's efforts such that W cause that doing 
Z becomes possible or easier for Y' 
The genuine, full-fledged definitions of emotion lexemes are constructed in the 
same way, see Subsection 3.1. 
2.2 Syntactic Zone 
The Government Pattern (GP) of L specifies the correspondence between L's 
semantic and syntactic actants (notated as I, n, ... )9 and the expression of its 
syntactic actants on the surface. The GP is represented as a table with m columns 
and n rows, where m is the number of SemAs of L and n the maximum number of 
different surface means for the expression of a syntactic actant. Consider the GP for 
the verb [to] HELP in the above sense (X helps Y to Z with W): 
X =1 Y=ll Z=ill W=N 
1.N 1.N 1. Vin! 1. with N 
2. to Vin! 2. by Vger 
3. with N 
4. PREPdir N 
This GP covers, e.g., such expressions as: 
Leo helped Igor prepare the dinner by peeling the potatoes. 
The warden helped Houdini to escape with his advice. 
John helped me with a generous gift of money. 
The man helped Tony up the stairs by pushing him. 










































94 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
(We do not quote here constraints on mutual co-occurrence of different realizations 
of syntactic actants.) 
2.3 Lexical Co-occurrence Zone 
One of the major novelties of the ECD is the emphasis on the systematic coverage of 
restricted lexical co-occurrence. As has already been stated, an ECD describes 
lexical co-occurrence by means of Lexical Functions (LFS). 
An LF f is a dependency that associates with a lexical unit (i.e. a lexeme or a 
phraseme) L, called the keyword of f, a set of (quasi-)synonymous lexical 
expressions {1.;}, called the value of f; an 1.; expresses - with respect to L - an 
abstract meaning which corresponds to f. In what follows, we consider only LFs 
whose keywords and values are lexemes. 
There are two major types of LFS: standard and non-standard ones, the 
difference between them being purely quantitative: standard LFS have numerous 
keywords and numerous values. (For more on LFS see, e.g., Me1'CuI<:, forthcoming; 
Mel'CuI<: and Zolkovskij 1984.) 
Standard LFs include an empirically established subset of about sixty LFS that 
are frequent enough and particularly convenient for describing restricted lexical 
co-occurrence. These are called simple standard LFS, each of them being identified 
by an individual name. 
The following two examples illustrate the concept of the simple standard LF: 
1. Magn: provides for its keyword (which is a lexeme with a scalable meaning), 
an adjectival or adverbial phrase that expresses the meaning 'intense(ly)'. 









= grave, mortal 
= immense 'immense', bleue 'blue' 
= wahnsinnige 'crazy', Todes- 'mortal' 
= dikij 'wild', iutkij 'eery' 
2. Operl: provides for its keyword (which is a predicate noun) N a semantically 
empty (or contextually emptied) verb which takes as its grammatical subject 
the name of the first actant of N, i.e. the agent of the action, the undergoer of 
the event, the subject of the state, etc., and as its direct (or, more precisely, its 
main) object, the lexeme N itself. 






Operl (plainte ) 
Operl (Beschwerde ) 
Operl (iAloba ) 
= [to] lodge [DET "-' ] 
= porter [ "-' ] '[to] carry' 
= [DET "-'ace ] fJorbringen '[to] bring up' 










































Lexical Co-occurrence and Lexical Inheritance 9S 
The expression in brackets is the Government Pattern of the LF verb in 
question: '",' replaces the keyword; and DET indicates that the noun takes the 
detennination according to general rules of the language. 
Besides simple standard LFs, complex standard LFs and configurations of LFs are 
distinguished. 
A complex standard LF is a combination of several syntactically related 
simple standard LFS that has a single lexical expression covering the meaning of 
the combination as a whole. 
Examples of complex LFS for nouns meaning 'fear' (for the simple standard 






AntiVerl (peur ) 
LiqulFunco(Angst) 
PredAntiAblel (strax ) 
= [to] arouse, kindle ['" in N] 
= injustifiie 'unjustified' 
= [DET "'ace ] iiberwindenl '[to] overcome' 
= ne znat' [ "'a ] 'not to know' 
A configuration of LFs is a combination of several syntactically unrelated LFS 
applied to the same keyword that has one single lexical expression covering the 
meaning of the combination as a whole. In a configuration of LFS, the '+' sign is 
used to separate the constituents. 





Magn + Operl (laughter) = roar [with "'] 
Plus + IncepOperl(vitesse 'speed') = prendre [de Ia "'] 
'ftol pick up' 
Magn + IncepOperl(Begeisterung 'excitement') 
= [in "'ace ] ausbrechen 
'[to] break out' 
Magn + Operl(otcajanie 'despair') = byt' [vo vlasti "'ja] 
'[to] be at the mercy of' 
A complete list of LFs used in this paper is given in Appendix A. 
3. Emotion Lexemes in German 
Applying the formal framework presented above to the raw data on Gennan 
emotion lexemes, we obtain ECD-type lexical entries for the 'corresponding 
semantic field. These entries have been established by accounting for the 
speakers' semantic intuition, the data of existing dictionaries as well as text 
corpora (see below), and the results of several linguistic and psychological studies 
on the semantics of emotion lexemes. 
These entries constitute the base for formulating our lexical co-occurrence 










































96 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
important task in itself, explaining the details and justifying our decisions is not 
the subject of our paper; we take these entries as given. 
3.1 Semantics of Emotion Lexemes in German 
Our semantic description of emotion lexemes draws heavily on the research in 
lexical semantics and lexicography (see, in particular, Iordanskaja 1970, 1972, 1973; 
Wierzbicka 1972, 1986, 1992; Apresjan and Apresjan 1993; Bergenholtz 1980; 
Mel'Cuk et al. 1984; Iordanskaja and Mel'Cuk 1991). The other important source of 
our inspiration are studies of emotions in psychology, which deal in the first place 
with their cognitive model (see, e.g., Averill 1975; Dahl and Stengel 1978; Russel 
1980; Ortony et al. 1988; Oatley and Johnson-Laird 1987). Unlike psychologists, 
however, we are interested in the linguistic meaning of emotion lexemes, not in a 
cognitive model of emotions themselves. Nonetheless, the psychologists' findings 
concerning basic commonalities and differences between emotions carry over to 
the meanings of emotion lexemes (Ortony et al. 1987; Johnson-Laird and Oatley 
1989). Hence, psychological research in the field of emotions is highly relevant to 
our endeavor and is taken into account while formulating the definitions of 
emotion lexemes. 
Based on the information available, we obtain - within the framework of the 
ECD - definitions for emotion lexemes such as the one shown below: 
Achtung von X vor Y wegen Z 'respect of X for Y because of Z' = an 
unexcited emotion of X towards Y caused by X's favorable 
attitude towards Y; this attitude is caused by X's believing that Y's 
actions, state, or properties Z cause that Y has a high moral or 
social value and that, consequently, X has to take Y into 
consideration; this causes that X tends to take Y into considera-
tion in X's behavior; this emotion is such that people normally 
have in similar situations. 
Quite appropriate for the semantic characterization of emotion lexemes (e.g., with 
respect to lexical choice and semantic combinability), the definitions of this type 
prove, however, unsuitable for finding and stating correlations between lexical co-
occurrence and meaning. They are very complex, not standard enough, and do not 
allow for an easy access to the relevant semantic components. Thus, the permanent 
character of achtung 'respect', which turns out to be important for correlating 
lexical co-occurrence with meaning, is not explicitly present in the definition: it is 
''hidden'' within the meaning of 'attitude'. In order to overcome this difficulty, we 










































Lexical Co-occurrence and Lexical Inheritance 97 
3.1.1 The Notion of Semantic Dimension 
In this paper, a semantic dimension is a set of two or three mutually exclusive 
values; as a general rule, all but one of these values are "marked". A marked value 
of a dimension n is a label which stands for a component of the corresponding 
definition. The unmarked value of n means that this dimension is irrelevant to the 
definition in question; we will call it "n-neutral". Some dimensions (see, e.g., 
PERMANENCE, below) have only marked values. 
For German emotion lexemes we propose eleven semantic dimepsions with 





















{'intense', 'moderate', 'intensity-neutral'} 











In psychology, for the description of the meaning of emotions and emotion 
lexemes, a multidimensional scaling with similar dimensions has often been used. 
Thus, 'pleasantness' and 'arousal' (corresponding to our POLARITY and EXClTb-TION 
dimensions) are central in Russel's Circumplex Model of Affect (Russel 1980); the 
'mentality' of an emotion is essential to Ortony (et al. 1987)'s "cognitive 
conditions", etc. lO 
There are substantial implications between the values of the dimensions listed 
above. For instance, an 'attitudinal' emotion is necessarily 'directed' at something 
and 'permanent'. However, we have not studied these implications as yet, and, 
therefore, do not consider them systematically in what follows. 
The eleven dimensions have been arrived at by analyzing the definitions of 
German emotion lexemes. These dimensions can be represented in the familiar 
form of semantic features; thus, in Figure 1, we give a complete matrix of semantic 
features for our forty lexemes, using "+" for the first marked value, "-" for its 
opposite, i.e. the second marked value (where it is present), and a blank for an n-
neutral (unmarked) value. 11 In one case (the dimension PERMANENCE), "+" and "-" 
are used together - to indicate that the definition of the lexeme in question 
includes a disjunction of both labels. However, for reasons of a better readability, 
instead of "+", "-", etc., we use linear sequences of conventional labels in which 
the "n-neutral" values are omitted (see above). One such sequence is the 










































98 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
abridged definition contains a propositional form (the same as in the full 
definition) and - instead of the semantic decomposition that fully specifies the 
meaning of the lexeme - the corresponding sequence of semantic feature values. 
For example, the abridged definition of ACHI1JNG 'respect' appears as follows: 
Achtung von X VOT Y 'X's respect towards Y' = X's pleasant, 
mental, attitudinal, active, pennanent Gefiihl directed at Y 
The label 'pleasant' stands for one of the "real" semantic components 'X feels 
good', 'X has a favorable attitude', etc.; the label 'mental' stands for ' ... X's believing 
that ... '; and the label 'active' reflects the component ' ... X tends ... in X's behavior'. 
The other labels are.to be interpreted literally. 
Let it be emphasized that an abridged definition does not supply any new 
information; it is redundant with respect to the full definition. But it presents the 
information that is necessary for our specific task in an explicit, standard and 
compact form, which significantly facilitates the finding of correlations between 
lexical co-occurrence and meaning of emotion lexemes, as well as fonnulating the 
semantic conditions on lexical co-occurrence.12 See Figure 1 on next page. 
3.1.2 List of Semantic Dimensions of Emotion Lexemes 
For each dimension n, we give in Appendix B, Section an enumeration of lexemes 
whose abridged definitions contain one of its marked values, illustrative examples 
and additional comments; n-neutrallexemes are not explicitly listed. The label "n-
neutral" is used by default. Here we discuss the dimensions themselves. 
1. Intensity. 'intense' ('+') vs. 'moderate' ('-') vs. 'intensity-neutral' 
The labels 'intense' / 'moderate' characterize emotion lexemes whose full-fledged 
definitions describe intense or moderate emotions. An 'intense' lexeme L denotes 
an inherently intense emotion. The main characteristics of an 'intense' emotion 
lexeme is that if the emotion denoted is below a certain level of intensity, L is not 
appropriate any more. The inverse is true for 'moderate' lexemes: if the emotion 
denoted is above a certain level of intensity, a 'moderate' lexeme L :is not 
appropriate. Thus, the 'intense' lexeme STAUNEN 'astonishment' cannot denote a 
very weak astonishment: the moderate VERWUNDERUNG 'amazement' is preferred 
instead (and vice versa: to express a very strong astonishment STAUNEN rather than 
VERWUNDERUNG should be used).13 
Examples of 'intense' lexemes include BEGEISTERUNG 'excitement', HASS 
'hatred', ZORN 'wrath'. 
Examples of 'moderate' lexemes are: VERARGERUNG 'annoyance', VERDRUSS 
'vexation', and VERWUNDERUNG 'amazement'. 
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~ j i § 1;- 1;- ~ .~ ·f I .~ J ! J Key '11 j i .... ,. " f & W ~ ~ Ln ..... e J l. ·s :I '" 00( rlI 
ACHlUNG 're&pect' + + + + + + 
ANGST ·r .. + + + + + ! 
}.RGER ........ + + + -
AUFREGUNG •• Jd_. + + 
BEDAUEilN ....... + + 
BEGEISTERUNG 'enlb~IiaIm' + + + + + + -
ElFERSOCIIT'jea!osy' + + + + + 
EKEL ·dia .... t· - + + + ~ 
EMpaRUNG ·indi.nation· + + + + + 
ENTSETZEN • bamx' + + + + + + + 
ENTfAUSCHUNG 'dioappoinlmml' + 
ENlZOCKEN ·ddi.ht· + + .+ + + + + 
ERREGUNG 'agitation' + 
FREUDE 'joy' + + + + + + + 
FURCIIT 'frigbt' + + + + + ~ 
GROlL' geuda.' + + + + 
MASS . boIred" + + + + + + + 
HOFFNUNG . hope' + + + 
IBDENSCMAFT 'pauioo' + + + + + + + 
UEBE ·Iov.· + + + + + + 
MrnBD 'c:ompouioo' + + + + + 
NEID 'envy' + + 
PANIX 'pan;.:" + + + + + + -
REUE' rcpc:nlaDCe' + + 
ROHRUNG ·beiD. IOIlcbod" 'moved' + - + + + + 
SCHADENFIlEUDE 'malicioua joy' + + + + 
SCHAM ._. 
+ + + + 
SCHEU 'abynou' + + ! 
SCHRECK ._. 
+ + + + + 
STAUNEN 'IIIIDGiabmaIt' + + + + 
nAUER ·.,.,.,w· + 
VEIlACIITUNG • c:onII:mpl' + + + + + 
VERARGERUNG ·lIDIIDy ..... • - + + + + 
VERDRUSS 'vaulion' - + + + 
VElU.EOENHErr • ............... t· + + -
VERWUNDERUNG '--..-t' + -
VERZWElFLUNG 'diapair" + + + + + + + -
WUT 'rage' + + + + + + + 
lDllN 'wnab' + + + + + + + + -
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'Intense' lexemes tend not to co-occur, with such "mitigators" as leicht 'light', 
gering 'slight', and schwach 'weak'. For reasons of symmetry, one would expect 
that 'moderate' lexemes do not co-occur with "intensifiers" such as grofl 'hig', stark 
'strong', and riesig 'huge', but they do. With a 'moderate' lexeme an intensifier 
expresses, however, a limited intensity: grofle Verti"rgerung does not reach the 
intensity of WUT (cf. ·rasende Verti"rgerung 'terrible annoyance' but rasende Wut 
'terrible rage'). 1ntensity-neutral' lexemes freely admit mitigators as well as 
intensifie~. 
2. Polarity: 'pleasant' ('+') vs. 'unpleasant' ('-') vs. 'polarity-neutral' 
As has already been mentioned above, the label 'pleasant' characterizes emotion 
lexemes whose full-fledged definitions contain one of the semantic components 'X 
feels good', 'X has a favorable attitude', 'X is pleased', etc. Examples of 'pleasant' 
emotion lexemes are: FREUDE 'joy'~ HOFFNUNG 'hope', SCHADENFREUDE 'malicioUs 
joy'. 
Emotion lexemes whose definitions describe unpleasant emotions ("X feels 
displeased") are characterized by the label 'unpleasant' (e.g., .ARGER 'anger', HASS 
'hatred', MITLEID 'compassion'). 
Three emotion lexemes (STAUNEN 'astonishment', VERWUNDERUNG 'amaze-
ment', and ERREGUNG 'agitation') cannot be characterized as being either 'pleasant' 
or 'unpleasant'; these lexemes are 'polarity-neutral'. 
For further discussion of this dimension, see Appendix B, Section 2. 
3. Manifestability: 'manifested' ('+') vs. 'tending-to-be-manifested' ('-') vs. 
'manifestation-neutral' 
The label 'manifested' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged defini-
tions contain a mention of the obligatory manifestation of the emotion denoted: 
' ... is manifested as .. .' (cf. Sommerfeldt and Schreiber 1983); thus PANIK 'panic' 
cannot be defined without specifying the observable behavior of people in panic: if 
this manifestation is absent, the lexeme panic is not appropriate. An emotion 
lexeme is characterized by the label 'tending-to-be-manifested' if its definition 
includes the component ' ... tends to be manifested as .. .'; thus the definition of EKEL 
'disgust' includes the mention of possible specific gestures and facial expressions 
of a disgusted person, although this lexeme is still appropriate to denote this 
emotion even in the absence of such a manifestation. A 'manifestation-neutral' 
lexeme does not contain an explicit mention of manifestation. This is not because 
the corresponding emotion cannot be manifested, rather this is because no one of 
its manifestations are characteristic enough to be included into the definition. 
Examples of 'manifested' lexemes are: BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm', ENT-
ziiCKEN 'delight', WUT 'rage'. 
Examples of 'tending-to-be-manifested' lexemes include: ANGST 'fear', 
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Examples of 'manifestation-neutral' lexemes include: EIFERSUCHT 'jealousy', 
HoFfNUNG 'hope', NEID 'envy'. 
4. Directionality: 'directed' ('+') vs. 'directionality-neutral' 
'!he label 'directed' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged definitions 
ontain the semantic component '[emotion] directed at .. .'. Such lexemes denote c . 
emotions whose source necessarily is at the same time their object: e.g., ElFERSUCHT 
'jealousy', EMPORUNG 'indignation', GROLL 'grudge'. All other emotion lexemes are 
'directionality-neutral' (e.g., AUFREGUNG 'excitement', FREUDE 'joy', VERDRUSS 
'vexation'). 
5. Mentality: 'mental' ('+') vs. 'mentality-neutral' 
The label 'mental' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged definitions 
contain a mention of mental activity such as 'believing', 'being certain', 
'presupposing', etc. Therefore, a 'mental' emotion lexeme cannot naturally be 
used in reference to an animal or a very young child: they cannot experience 
'mental' emotions. 
Examples of 'mental' lexemes are: ACHTUNG 'respect', GROLL 'grudge', 
VERLEGENHEIT 'embarrassment'; examples of 'mentality-neutral' lexemes are: 
FREUDE 'joy', LIEBE 'love', WUT 'rage'. 
Certain lexemes cannot easily be classified either as 'mental' or as 'mentality-
neutral'. Especially the mental character of FURCHT 'fright' has controversially been 
discussed in numerous publications. Following, e.g., (Thiele 1965; Hoffmeister 
1955) and others (and unlike, e.g., Bergenholtz 1980; Arnold et al. 1980), we 
consider FURCHT to be 'mental'. 
6. Reactivity: 'reactive' ('+') vs. 'reactivity-neutral' 
The label 'reactive' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged definitions 
include the component 'an immediate reaction to Y' with Y being a specific 
referential object or situation; the emotion denoted is an emotional event (i.e. is 
conceptualized as having a clear cut beginning and an end): e.g., ARGER 'anger', 
ENTzUCKEN 'delight', PANIK 'panic'. Other emotions are emotional properties 
(predispositions with respect to generic non-referential objects or situations) or 
emotional states (conceptualized without clear-cut phases): e.g., ACHTUNG 
'respect', HOFFNUNG 'hope', 'envy'; the lexemes that denote them are 'reactivity-
neutral'. Cf. the similar opposition between occurrent vs. dispositional emotions in 
Pitcher (1965). 
7. Attitudinality: 'attitudinal' ('+') vs. 'attitude-neutral' 
The label 'attitudinal' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged defini-










































102 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
include, e.g., ACHruNG 'respect', HASS 'hatred', LIEBE 'love'; they are a subclass of 
'directed' emotion lexemes. Among the attitude-neutrallexemes, we find FREUDE 
'joy', PANIK 'panic', TRAUER 'sorrow', etc. 
8. Activity: 'active' ('+') vs. 'activity-neutral' 
The label 'active' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged definitions 
contain the component 'such that the emotion causes that X [= the experiencer] 
tends to .. .'.14 Thus, the definition of achtung 'respect' contains '[attitude] causes 
that X tends to take Y into consideration in X's behavior'. Further 'active' emotion 
lexemes are, e.g., PANIK 'panic' and SCHAM 'shame'. Activity-neutral lexemes 
include EN1TAUSCHUNG 'disappOintment', REUE 'repentance', VERWUNDERUNG 
'amazement' . 
9. Excitation: 'excited-state' ('+') vs. 'excitation-neutral' 
The label 'excited-state' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-fledged 
definitions specify the corresponding emotions as 'an excited state of the 
psyche': e.g., ARGER 'anger', SCHRECK 'terror', ZORN 'wrath'. Others are 
'excitation-neutral': e.g., ACHruNG 'respect', HOFFNUNG 'hope', scHEU'shyness'. 
There is a strong correlation between Excitation and Manifestability: all 'excited-
state' lexemes are - with the exception of FURCHT 'fright' and SCHADENFREUDE 
'malicious joy' - 'manifested' or 'tending-to-be-manifested'; the inverse is not true 
(Le., for example, EKEL 'disgust', GROLL 'grudge', SCHAM 'shame' are 'tending-to-
be-manifested' but not 'excited-state'). 
10. Self-control: 'seU-control-loss-inflicting' ('+') vs. 'self-control-neutral' 
The label 'self-control-Ioss-inflicting' characterizes emotion lexemes whose full-
fledged definitions specify the corresponding emotions as 'tending to inflict the 
loss of the self-control by the experiencer'; 'self-control-loss-inflicting' lexemes 
include, e.g., LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion', PANIK 'panic', wur 'rage'. Otherwise an 
emotion lexeme is 'self-control-neutral': e.g., MlTLEID 'compassion', TRAUER 
'sorrow', ZUNElGUNG 'affection'. 
11. Permanence: 'permanent' ('+') vs. 'temporary' ('-') 
The labels 'permanent' / 'temporary' characterize emotion lexemes whose full-
fledged definitions specify the corresponding emotions as 'a permanent/ 
temporary state of the psyche' (this specification can also be implicit, e.g., an 
'attitude' is a 'permanent state of the psyche' and therefore an attitudinal is 
implicitly specified as permanent). Thus, ACHruNG 'respect', NEID 'envy', and 
ZUNEIGUNG 'affection' are 'permanent'; ERREGUNG 'agitation', VERLEGENHEIT 
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All'attitudinals' are 'permanent' (d. ACHlUNG and ZUNElGUNG above); the 
inverse is not true: the 'permanent' lexemes NED 'envy', HOFFNUNG 'hope', 
!RAUER 'sorrow' are not 'attitudinal'. Some emotion lexemes are considered to be 
both 'permanent' and 'temporary'; such are, e.g., ANGST 'fear', FREUDE 'joy', etc. 
This means that such a lexeme as angst is indiscriminately used to express 
permanent fears as well as a temporary fear, i.e. an emotional predisposition to 
'being afraid of something' and a specific instance of 'being afraid of something' in 
a specific situation. Lexemes with this characteristics are supplied with both labels 
connected disjunctively (the full-fledged definition of such a lexeme necessarily 
includes a disjunction, d. the definition of Rus. SIRAX 'fear' in Iordanskaja and 
Mel'C\lk 1991). 
3.2 Government Patterns of Emotion Lexemes in German 
Although this paper is aimed, first of all, at the problem of the inheritance of 
restricted lexical co-occurrence, we have to deal with the government patterns 
(GPs) of the lexemes concerned as well: the GP is intimately related both to the 
definition and to the LFS of the head lexeme. 
Generally speaking, German emotion lexemes fall into two classes with 
respect to their semantic actants: those with two (x and Y) and those with three 
actants (x, Y, and z). The generic lexeme of the field - GEFiiHL - itself has four 
actants, see page 26). 
First Adant. The first semantic actant (x) is the Experiencer. The surface 
means used in German to express the corresponding syntactic actant I are identical 
for all the lexemes considered: 
x = I 
1. N gen 
2. von N.iat 
3. Adjpo88 
1. Elkes Aufregung 'Elke's excitement'. 
2. Aufregung von Elke 'excitement of Elke' 
3. ihre Aufregung 'her excitement' 
Second Actanl The second semantic actant (Y) is the Source of the emotion or its 
Source which is simultaneously its Object. The surface means used to express the 
corresponding DSyntA II are rather heterogeneous: phrases with different 
prepositions such as auf, for, gegenaber, aber, mit, and ZU, as well as the 
subordinate conjunction daft (with or without an introductory prepositional 
pronoun: dariiber [daft], etc.). In the example below, we show the realization of the 










































104 Igor A. MeI'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
Y=II 
1. VOT Ndat 
2. ZU Yin! 
3. daft PROP 
1. Angst vor dem Hund lit. 'fear of the dog' 
2. Angst, die Strafte zu iiberqueren lit. 'fear of crossing the street' 
3. Angst, daft es regnet lit. 'fear that it will rain' 
Third Actanl The third semantic actant (z) is the immediate cause of the emotion. 
The surface means used to express the corresponding DSyntA m is identical for all 
the emotion lexemes which have it; it is the prepositional phrase with wegen 
'because of: 
Z = III 
1. wegen N yen 
1. Angst wegen ihrer Brutalitti"t 'the fear because of her brutality' 
3.3 Restricted Lexical Co-occurrence of Emotion Lexemes in German 
We present here the raw data on the restricted lexical co-occurrence of the forty 
emotion lexemes with the chosen twenty-five verbs, see Subsection 1.2. These data 
have partially been obtained from the corpora of the Ins titu t fiir Deutsche Sprache 
(IDS), Mannheim;15 in cases where these corpora did not give sufficient evidence 
for the acceptability of specific collocations, the judgements have been left to the 
linguistic intuition of the authors. Their decisions as to what is possible/ 
impossible in this domain were checked by ten native speakers and buttressed by 
a few findings from literary texts. However, due to the lack of a representative 
corpus and a systematic sociolinguistic research, the acceptability judgements 
which underlie this paper might be questioned. Even more so, since we 
discovered, during a few additional checks, that speakers have widely divergent 
opinions on acceptability of collocations in question. 16 This had to be expected 
since this type of collocation is notorious for the problems it poses to the speakers: 
on the one hand, in numerous cases, speakers have radically different opinions 
about acceptability; on the other hand, a speaker is often quite uncertain and 
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1. If the collocation is accepted by an obvious majority (at least 60%) of the 
subjects and/or is well-attested in the corpora, we mark it as grammatical 
('x'), independently of the authors' linguistic intuition. 
2. If the collocation is accepted by a slight majority (less than 60%) of the 
subjects and there is no sufficient evidence for it in the corpora, yet it is 
acceptable to the authors' linguistic intuition, we still mark it as grammatical. 
3. If the collocation is accepted by about a half of the subjects, there is no clear 
evidence in the corpora and the authors have no strong intuition, either, we 
mark it as possible but questionable ('? '). 
4. In all other cases, the hypothetical collocations are considered to be 
ungrammatical. 
The data that we have collected are presented in a table, where the rows hold our 
emotion lexemes and the columns correspond to specific values of certain LFs (see 
Figure 2 on the following pages). For the sake of a convenient representation, the 
names of some LFs as they appear in Figure 2 are incomplete; their full 
specifications are given in Appendix B, Section 2. The translations of the LF 
values are also given in this section. 
4. Towards a More Efficient Representation of Lexicographic Information 
This section is the central. part of our paper. It presents the actual proposal for 
using lexical inheritance in an ECD and illustrates it. We begin by discussing the 
correlations between lf values and meaning in full lexical entries of the German 
emotion lexemes (Subsection 4.1).17 Next we indicate a possibility for implement-
ing Syntactic Inheritance, more specifically - the inheritance of GPS of emotion 
lexemes (Subsection 4.2). Then we formulate explicitly our proposal for extracting 
common lexical co-occurrence in order to get compressed lexical entries 
(Subsection 4.3). To illustrate the effect of its application, we quote three sample 
full lexical entries as they would appear before applying our proposal 
(Subsection 4.4.1) and the compressed lexical entries of the same three lexemes 
as they appear after applying our proposal (Subsection 4.4.2). 
4.1 Discussion of Lexical Co-occurrence I Meaning Correlations 
At present, an ECD describes restricted lexical co-occurrence by specifying, for each 
head lexeme L, all the values of all applicable LFs in L'S entry explicitly - ignoring 
possible co-occurrence/meaning correlations and regardless of resulting redun-
dancy. Yet many different emotion lexemes have the same value for a given 
Lexical Function: d. Operl(X) = hegen '[to] harbor' with X = {ACHTUNG 'respect', 
GROLL 'grudge', HOFFNUNG 'hope', LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion', ZUNElGUNG 'affec-










































106 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
Figure 2.1: Sample data for representatives of the Operl LF Group 








-!! ... ~ c t. ~ c ~ Key " c .!t <.:: ... " c ~ c ~ ... ... i Lc,;cmc c.. ~ :;: 1: ~ ... E '" 1 ij <= ~ 1! ... .., > 
ACI111 ING • • • • • • 
ANGST • • • • • 
AR(iER , 
AliFREGUNG ? • • 
BEDAUERN • • 
BEGEISltRUNG • ? • • • 
EIFERSUCIIT • • 
[KEL • • • • 
I'MPORliNG • 
I'NTSEl7.EN • 
ENlTAUSCIIUNG • • 
ENTLUCKEN • • 
ERREGUNG • • • • 
I'REUDE • • • • • • 
FliRCIIT • • • ? x 
GROLL • • • • 
IIASS x • I I • 
1I0FFNUNG I ? • • • 
LEIDENSCIIAFT • I • 
LJEDE • • • 
Mm..EID • • • • • 
NEID I I 
PANIK I I I I I 
REUE I • 
RUHRUNG I • 
SCHADENFREUDE I I --
SCIIAM I ? • 
SCHEU I I I I 
SCHRECK I I I I 
STAUNEN I I 
nAUER I I 
VERACIfl1ING • I I I • 
VERA.RGERUNG I I 
VERDRUB I 
VERLEGENHEIT I • • 
VERWUNDERUNG 
VERZWEIFLUNG s s I I 
WlJT I I I I I I s 
ZORN s s I I I I I 
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Figure 2.2: Sample data for representatives of the Func LF Group 
LV ~Fuac:1 L81WlIKl n ... ~ I 
~ ,1:' 
~ I I 
I J ! ! I .,. t a J ~ a i j I i 1 i a f JI .. ....., K.,. t - t i ~ ~ :I .. . ft !. • :I '" ~ 
ACIm/NG 1 1 1 
ANGST 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ARGER 1 1 1 1 Z Z Z z 
AUFREGUNG 1 1 1 Z Z z 
BEDAUERH 1 1 1 1 1 
BEGEISTERUNG 1 1 1 1 1 Z 1 Z 1 Z Z 1 
EIFEIlSUCHT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z Z 1 Z z 
EKE/.. z 1 Z 1 Z 1 1 
EMPORUNG 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z Z Z Z 1 
arn>ETl.f.N 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z 1 z 
ENTrA.USCHUNG 1 1 1 1 Z 1 1 1 1 1 
runzOcKEN 1 1 
ERREGUNG 1 1 1 1 Z Z 1 1 1 
FREUDE. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z 1 Z Z 1 
FU1I.CHT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GROU 1 1 Z z 7 1 1 1 1 
HASS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z Z z 
HOFFNUNG z z 1 1 1 Z 1 
LEIDENSCHAfi 1 1 Z 1 1 1 7 7 z Z 1 
UEBE 1 1 1 1 1 
Mm.EID 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z Z Z 1 
NFlD i 1 1 1 Z Z Z 1 Z z 
PANIK 1 1 1 1 1 1 Z 1 1 1 1 
REUE I I I I I 
ROliRUNG I I 1 I Z 1 Z 1 
SCHADENFREUDE I I 1 Z 1 1 1 1 
SCHAM I I 1 I I z 
SCHEU I 1 I Z z 
SCHllECK 1 z 1 7 z 1 1 1 
STAUNEN 1 z Z 1 Z Z 1 z 
lllAUER 1 z 1 Z Z z 
VERACfmING 1 1 Z Z 1 z 
VEilARGERUNG z 1 1 1 1 Z z 
VERDRUSS 1 1 Z Z Z 1 
VERU!GENHErr z z 1 Z Z 1 Z z 
VERWUHDERUNO :I I I :I 
VERZWElFLUNG :I :I 1 1 I 1 I 1 :I 
WUT :I 1 :I :I :I 1 1 :I :I :I :I 
WIlN :I :I :I :I :I 1 1 :I 1 1 :I :I :I 










































108 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
This gives rise to the two following questions: 
1. Is it possible to avoid the tedious repetition of the same value of a given LF f 
by specifying this value just once for many or even for all of the keywords 
concerned, gaining thus a substantive generalization? 
2. If yes, how to present in an ECD the generalized specification of LFs? 
German emotion lexemes taken as bases behave similarly with respect to at least 
two collocates: empfinden '[to] perceive' andfiihlen '[to] feel'. Nearly all of them co-
occur with empfinden, and so does the noun GEFOm. 'emotion';fiihlen '[to] feel' is 
also nearly universal, although less so, for the same lexemes.18 Therefore, a 
generalization along the following lines seems possible: 
The definitions of all German emotion lexemes contain a common 
component: 'emotion', expressed by the German lexeme GEFOm.; thus, 
GEFOm. is the generic lexeme of the semantic field of emotions in German. 
Then, for emotion lexemes, the verbs empfinden and fiihlen are specified 
only once - in the lexical entry of the generic lexeme GEFOm. 'emotion' as 
values of the LF Operl. All specific lexemes denoting emotions, i.e. 
containing the component 'Gefiihl' in their definitions, should then inherit 
this value of Operl from the lexeme GEFOm.. 
Unfortunately, as a general rule, there is no unique correlation between the values 
of LFs applicable to the generic lexeme and the values of the same LFs applied to 
the specific descendants of the latter (d. Heid and Raab 1989). Thus, even 
empfinden does not combine with five out of forty emotion lexemes and fiihlen, 
with ten (see Figure 2.1). Furthermore, the verb erie ben (Operl) goes with 
ENTIA.U5CHUNG 'disappointment', while schtipfen (lnceplOperl) and machen 





= empfinden, "erie ben 
= "schiipfen 
= erwecken, "machen, wachrufen 
Similar examples can be multiplied endlessly. 
The absence of a strict enough correspondence between LF values in the entry 
of GEFiiHL and those in the individual entries of emotion lexemes is due to a very 
high degree of idiosyncrasy in the LF Verb + Noun "collocations". This 
idiosyncrasy can be characterized from the viewpoint of the verb as well as that 
of the noun. 
Speaking of LF verbs: An LF verb can combine wi.th one particular lexeme 
or a small group of nearly synonymous lexemes, while refusing the combinations 
with other quasi-synonyms or antonyms. For example, machen '[to] make' as the 
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PANIK 'panic'; with FREUDE 'joy' but not with BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm' and 
SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy'; and with HOFFNUNG 'hope' but not with 
VERZWEIFLUNG 'despair'. 
To illustrate from a different domain, Germ. bestellen '[to] till' as RealI value 
co-occurs only with FELD 'field', ACKER 'field', and LAND 'land' (das Feld / Acker / 
Land bestellen)19 but not, e.g., with measure phrases such as drei Hektar 'three 
hectares' in contrast to its closest synonym BEBAUEN '[to] till': 
(2) Er hat drei Hektar bestellt/ bebaut 
lit. 'He tilled three hectares'. 
The verb REITEN '[to] ride' as Operl value co~curs only with ATIACKE '(verbal) 
attack' (eine Attac1ce gegen No.re reiten '[to] launch a (verbal) attack against N', lit. 
'[to] ride an attack'). The closest synonym of ATIACKE - ANGRIFF2 '(verbal) attack' 
- has no Operl value at all; rather it has instead an Oper2 value: [einem Angriffl 
ausgesetzt sein '[to] be exposed [to an attack]'. 
Speaking of nouns in "LF Verb + Noun" collocations: Nouns which have 
similar or identical lexical co-occurrence may fail to form a natural semantic 
subclass. Thus, ANGST 'fear', WUT 'rage', and LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion' readily co-
occur with schUren '[to] fan' as CausContFuncl (Angst/ Wut/ Leidenschaft in ihm 
schuren lit. 'to fan fear / rage/ passion in him');20 yet ANGST 'fear', WUT 'rage' and 
LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion', as well as other admissible key lexemes (see Figure 1) do 
not form an identifiable semantic subclass of emotion lexemes. (This means that it 
is impossible to specify the set including these and only these lexemes in terms of 
their semantic features.) 
The cases of both of the above types do not admit of any meaningful 
generalization; the only feasible solution here is to specify each instance of 
restricted lexical co-occurrence individually. 
As a result, we face two extremes: either a whole semantic class of lexemes 
showing a (nearly) identical restricted lexical co-occurrence (empfinden and fiihlen 
with GEFUHt-Iexemes); or individuallexemes featuring completely idiosyncratic, 
non-generalizable co-occurrence (machen with ANGST 'fear', FREUDE 'joy', and 
HOFFNUNG 'hope'). However, in natural language intermediate cases abound: 
some members of a semantic class show somewhat similar restricted lexical co-
occurrence. For instance, within the German emotion lexemes class some, but not 
all, members co-occur with entgegenbringen '[to] show' as Operl: jemandem 
Achtung/ Haft/ Mitleid entgegenbringen '[to] show so. respect/ hatred/ compas-
sion', but not jemandem "Verdrufl/ .. Empiirung / "Verwunderung entgegenbringen 
'[to] show so. vexation/ indignation/ amazement'. Furthermore, ANGST 'fear', 
BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm', ENTTAUSCHUNG 'disappointment' co-occur with 
erJassen '[to] overcome' as IncepFuncl - just as many other emotion lexemes 
do; yet AUFREGUNG 'excitement', ENTZOCKEN 'delight', SCHRECK 'terror' and a few 
more do not. 
This is with such intermediate cases that we deal in the present paper. In 










































110 Igor A. Me1'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
by definition. 
To do so, we take two sets of "processed" data: 
1. The set of the abridged lexicographic definitions for forty emotion lexemes, 
i.e. the characterization of the lexemes in terms of eleven semantic 
"dimensions" (introduced in Subsection 3.1). This set is represented in 
Figure 1. 
2. The set of the LF values specifications for the same forty lexemes - restricted 
to the twenty-five collocate verbs investigated. This set is presented in 
Figure 2. 
Starting from this data, we try to find the optimal correlation between the values of 
LFs and semantic features in the abridged definitions. (By "optimal" we mean such 
a correlation that ensures the maximal generalization with the minimal number of 
individual exceptions, i.e. the best information compression possible.) As will be 
shown in Appendix B, Section 3, several such correlations exist, so that Question 1 
at the beginning of this section has to be answered in the positive: substantive 
generalizations over LF values can and should be stated. Therefore, we have to 
answer Question 2, i.e. to propose a lexicographic ' format that is able to cope with 
such generalizations. We will do that in Subsection 4.3, relying on the ECD-
formalism introduced above. 
4.2 Implementing Syntactic Inheritance in an ECD 
Before tackling the more general problem of lexical inheritance implementation, let 
us consider the problem of a more efficient representation of GPs, i.e. of syntactic 
inheritance, in an ECD (the topic of syntactic inheritance is intensively elaborated, 
e.g., in work by K. Hale et al. (Hale and Keyser 1986) and B. Levin (Levin 1989, 
1993). 
First Actant. In Subsection 3.2, we saw that the surface means used in 
German to express the corresponding syntactic actant I (= the Experiencer) are 
identical for all the lexemes considered. This allows for the generalization of the GP 
information for x, so that the first column of the GP of all the forty emotion lexemes 
is represented as illustrated in Subsection 3.2. 
Given this generalization, the first column of the GP will not be repeated in the 
lexical entries of all the emotion lexemes but will be given only once: with the 
generic lexeme GEfiiHL, see Subsection 4.5. 
Second Actant. The variety of the expressive means for the DSyntA n (= the 
Source/ the Object of the emotion) (see Subsection 3.2) does not allow for an 
overall generalization of the second column of the GP of our emotion lexemes (as 
we have just done for the DSyntA I). However, some of these surface means are 
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1. DSyntA II is expressed by iiber 'over' / 'about' (and dariiber lit. 'over it' / 
'about it') in twenty-three lexemes, which include ARGER 'anger', AUFREGUNG 
'excitement', BEDAUERN. 'regret', etc. 
2. DSyntA II is expressed by auf 'on' (and darauf lit. 'on it') in eight lexemes 
(EIFERSUCHT 'jealousy', GROLL 'grudge', HASS 'hatred', etc.). 
3. DSyntA II is expressed by vor 'because' (and davor lit. 'because of it') in six 
lexemes (ACHTUNG 'respect', ANGSf 'fear', EKEL 'disgust', etc.). 
Such subregularities suggest the possibility of at least partial generalizations. In 
fact, only one generalization is actually possible: most of the emotion lexemes that 
govern their DSyntA II via iiber are 'reactive'; consider the second column of the 
GP of the 'reactive' emotion lexeme FREUDE 'joy'. Consequently, the second actant 
of 'reactive' lexemes can be readily generalized. 
Y=II 
1. iiber Nacc 
2. (dari/ber,) daft PROP 
1. die Freude iiber ihr Kommen 'the joy over her coming'. 
2. die Freude (dariiber), daft sie noch kDmmt 'the joy (over it) that she is still 
coming,.21 
For non-'reactive' lexemes, generalization is too costly (it requires too many 
exceptions); therefore, the second column in the GP of all 'reactivity-neutral' 
lexemes will be individually stated in their lexical entries. 
Third Actant. The surface means used to express the corresponding DSyntA m 
(= the Cause of the emotion) is identical for all the emotion lexemes which are 
three-actantial. 
Therefore, the information about the realization of z can be represented -
similarly to the first column - only once; it will be presented in the GP of the 
generic lexeme GEFiiHL in its "public" entry (see Subsection 4.5).22 
4.3 Implementing Lexical Inheritance Principle in an ECD 
4.3.1 Co-occurrence Inheritance Technique in an ECD 
Our proposal can be stated in terms of the following five steps: 
1. Delimiting the semantic field under analysis and preparing full-fledged 
lexical entries for each of the chosen lexemes. 










































112 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
This process may lead to an improvement of the definitions in the field: they 
are made more standard. 
3. Introducing semantic features capable of capturing relevant semantic 
commonalities in full-fledged definitions; deriving abridged definitions 
expressed in terms of semantic features. This step may bring about a further 
standardization of the original definitions. 
4. Extracting the commonalities in GPs and LF values found in the lexical entries 
of specific lexemes and transferring them to the lexical entry of the generic 
lexeme. (The latter, thereby, acquires quite a new status, see immediately 
below.) While doing this, the researcher has to make sure that 
First, each transferred element is supplied with semantic conditions which 
license its use with the specific lexeme it has been extracted from. These 
conditions are formulated in terms of the semantic features. 
Second, each element which constitutes an exception is explicitly marked as 
such in the corresponding entry. For instance, a verb v that collocates with all 
emotion lexemes of a given type except the lexeme I has to be specified in l's 
entry as contradicting the inheritance rule: "-,y", see below, Subsection 4.5. 
5. Reorganizing the lexical entry of the generic lexeme by dividing it into two 
parts: its own lexical entry (describing its own syntax and co-occurrence - so 
to speak, its "private" subentry) and the subentry for the extracted 
commonalities of the field, or the "public" subentry (see below). 
4.4 Full vs. Compressed Lexical Entries: ANGST, HOFFNUNG, WUT 
To contrast our proposal with the current representation of lexical entries in the 
ECD, we give in what follows three examples of lexical entries for German emotion 
lexemes: first as they would appear in a "traditional" ECD of German, i.e. in the 
"full" form, and then the same entries as they appear after the application of the 
proposed techniques, i.e. in the "compressed" form. 
4.4.1 Three Full Lexical Entries of a German ECD 
To make our presentation more illustrative, we indicate - in boldface - the items 
which can be dispensed with thanks to the inheritance technique, i.e. which can be 
extracted from these individual entries and stored under the generic lexeme. 
Note that these entries are by no means complete: Firstly, they do not contain 
the full-fledged definitions. Secondly, these entries cover the restricted lexical co-
occurrence of the head lexemes only within the limits of the twenty-five verbs 
under consideration. Such current collocations as jemandem Angst einjagen '[to] give 
sb. a fright', Hoffnung verlieren '[to] loose hope', and Wut ergriff ihn 'The rage seized 
him' are not represented. Thirdly, the use of determiners in noun + verb 
collocations (represented in the GP of the collocate verb) is a problem of its own. 
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For notations, see the table at the end of the paper; absence of an indication means 
obligatory absence of determiners. 
NB: The expression "fast", for example in "Magn + fast InCepFunCI" below, 
is an English word denoting a non-standard LF. It means that the LF value (e.g., 
verjliegen, erjassen, and packen below) implies a fast-developing event: Seine Angst 
legte sich allmiihlich 'His fear lied down gradually', but not ·Seine Angst verjlog 
allmiihlich 'His fear vanished gradually'. 
1. ANGST, fem 
Definition 
Angst von X vor Y wegen Z = 'X's fear of Y because of Z' :;:: X's 
unpleasant, reactive, active, excited-state, self-control-Ioss-inflict-
ing, permanent or temporary Gefiihl directed at Y because of Z 
X=I 
1. Ngen 










Magn + IncepFuncI 




Magn + IncepFactl 
Y:;::ll Z = III 
1. vor Ndat 1. wegen Ngen 
2. zu Vin! 
3. dajJ PROP 
Lexical Functions 
nachlassen 
empfinden, fiihlen, haben hr",,] 
bekommen hze,] 
versetzen (Nace in -ace] 
sich legen 
verfliegen 
iiberwinden [PRONposJ DET -a,,] 
aufkommen [in N dat] 
erfassen [N tIC,] 
packen [Nacc] 
schtiren (in Ndat -ace] 
einfloBen, erregen [Ndat -tIC,], 
wecken [in Ndat -ace] 
hervoI'lUfen [bei N dat -ace], 
machen [Ndat -lice] 
unterdriicken [PRONposJ DET -ace] 
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2. HOFFNUNG, fern 
Hoffnung von X auf Y 'X's hope for Y' == X's pleasant, mental, 








3. WUT, fern 
X=I Y=ll 
1. Ngen 1. aufNacc 
2. von Ndat 2. daft PROP 
3. Adjposs 
nach1assen 




aufkommen [in Ndatl 
einfloBen, machen lNtiat -lUX]' 
wecken [in Ndat -ace] 
Wut von X iiber Y wegen Z 'X's rage at because of Z' = X's intense, 
unpleasant, manifested, reactive, active, excited-state, self-control-
loss-inflicting Gefiihl directed at Y because of Z 
x = I 
1. Ngen 





Magn + IncepOperl 
Caus2Funcl 
Y=ll Z = III 
1. aufNacc 1. wegen N gen 
2. iiber Nacc 
nachlassen 
empfinden, fiihlen, haben [DET / -ace] 
bekommen [DET -Qecl, geraten [in -4&"] 
ausbremen [in -4&,,] 
erregen [in N dat - uc], 
hervorrufen lbei Ndat - uc] 
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schiiren [in Ndat -acc] 
sich legen 
verfliegen 
iiberwinden [PRONpos/ DET -accl 
aufkommen [in Ndat] 
erfassen, packen [Naccl 
unterdriicken [PRONposJ DET -ace] 
iiberkommen [- Naccl 
4.4.2 Three Compressed Lexical Entries of a German ECD 
All compressed lexical entries of the emotion lexemes considered. are found in 
Appendix C. . 
The symbol"l" in front of an LF (see, e.g., Caus2FunCI in ANGST) means that 
the value of this LF (V ALspec) must be added to its values specified in the public 
subentry of GEFOm. that contains generalized co-occurrences (V ALgener). Without 
"l", V ALspec replaces V ALgener. 
The expression "-,X", where X is a collocate verb, means that this verb is 
impossible as an element of the value of the corresponding LF; this expression 
marks X as a lexical exception from the list of possible LF values given in the entry 
of GEFUHL. 
1. ANGST, fem 
Angst 'Don X 'DOT Y wegen Z 'X's fear of Y because of Z' = X's 
unpleasant, manifestable, reactive, active, excited-state, self-
control-loss-inflicting, permanent or temporary Gefuhl directed 







1. vor Ndat 
2. zu Yin! 
3. daft PROP 
bekommen [-acc] 
versetzen [Nacc in - aa] 
schiiren [in N dat -acc] 
einfl6Gen [Nd.lt -acc], wecken [in Nd.lt -acc] 
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2. HOFFNUNG, fern 
Hoffnung von X auf Y 'X's hope for Y' = X's pleasant, mental, 








Magn + IncepFunCl 
(Magn) + IncepFunCl 
3. WUT, fern. 
y=n 
1. aufNoce 
2. daft PROP 
nachlassen 




einfloBen, machen INat -m:c], 
lYecken [in N.t -acc] 
-.erfassen 
-.iiberkommen 
Wut von X iiber Y wegen Z 'X's rage at Y because ot Z' = X's 
intense, unpleasant, manifested, reactive, active, excited-state, 
self-control-loss-inflicting, temporary Gefiihl caused by and 






haben [DET -acc] 
bekommen [OET -acc] 
versetzen INacc in -ace] 
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4.5 The Lexical Entry of GEFUHL - the Generic Lexeme of the Semantic Field 
of Emotions 
The noun GEFUHL is polysemous; here we consider its "emotional" sense; i.e. the 
sense found in such expressions as: 
(6) a. Das Geftihl der Freudel Ein freudiges Geftihl leam in ihm auf 
lit. 'The feeling of joy I A joyful feeling came up in him'. 
b. Das Geftihl der Trauer liefl ihn nicht mehr los 
lit. 'The feeling of sorrow did not leave him anymore'. 
c. Ein zorniges Geftihl iibermannte Elke, aIs sie '" 
lit. 'A wrathful feeling overcame Elke when she ... ' 
d. Ein Geftihl des Glucks durchstriimte Elke, als sie '" 
lit. 'A feeling of happiness flowed through Elke when she ... '. 
The corresponding lexeme is denoted as GEFUHLI.23 In accordance with Sub-
section 4.3 above, the lexical entry for GEFUHLI is divided into two subentries: 
• The subentry of GEFOHL1 itseIf as an independent lexeme; this is its own 
"private", or individual, subentry, which has the same structure as all 
regular entries in an ECD. 
• The subentry of GEFUHLI as the generic lexeme of the emotion field; this is 
its "public", or semantic field, subentry~ representing the results of 
generalization over the descriptions of the forty specific emotion lexemes. 
Its structure differs from that of a regular entry in two aspects: 
First, the GP zone contains several GPs, each of these servicing a particular 
semantic subclass of emotion lexemes. The applicability of a GP is 
restricted by a condition: a Boolean formula over values of semantic 
features. 
Second, the LF zone contains LF representations in which, instead of one 
value per If, a series of different values.is given for each function, each of 
these values servicing a different set of arguments: a particular semantic 
subclass of emotion lexemes. The applicability of an LF value is restricted 
by the same type of condition as for the GPs (values of semantic features). 
Individual (= "Private") Subentry 
Xs Geftihl des W gegeniiber Y wegen Z 'X's emotion W towards Y 
because of Z' = State W of X's psyche caused by (and directed at) 
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x = I W=ll Y=ill Z= IV 
1. Ngen 1. Ngen 1. gegemiber NiDt 1. wegen Ngen 
2. von Ndat 2. Adj 
3. PrOllpo88 
Ellres zorniges Gefiihl <= Gefiihl des Zornes> gegenuber John wegen seiner Worle 







Magn + IncepFact1 
nachlassen 
empfinden, haben [DET -acd 
bekommen fOET -acd 
sich legen 
iiberwinden [PRONposs / DET -acd 
aufkommen [in Ndatl 
iiberkommen [Nacc1 
Semantic Field (= "Public") Subentry 
1. All emotion lexemes 
An emotion lexeme governs an NP denoting the Experiencer (X = I) and - if it 
has the SernA Z - an NP denoting the Reason for the emotion (Z = Ill). 
X = I Z=ill 
1. Ngen 1. wegen N gen 
2. von Ndat 
3. Pronposs 
2. 'Reactive' emotion lexemes 
A 'reactive' emotion lexeme governs the NP denoting the stimulus of the 
emotion (Y = ll); in the majority of cases this NP is introduced by the same 
preposition uber. 
Y=ll 
1. iiber Nacc 
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Lexical Functions 
The scope of a semantic condition is to its left up the first semicolon. 
IncepPredMinus 
Operl 





Magn + IncepFuncl 
Magn + fast'IncepFuncl 






[Ndat DET -ace] 
haben be] 
geraten[in ':"'acc1 












[PRONposs/ DET -ace] I ...,'moderate' 









[in N dat -ace] I 'reactive' 
unterdriicken 
[PRONposs / DET -ace] 
iiberkommen [Nacc] I ...,'moderate' 
The study we have described in the present paper results in the five following 
contributions: 
1. preliminary lexicographic descriptions of forty German emotion lexemes 
(definitions, government patterns. and lexical co-occurrence); 
2. introduction of eleven semantic dimensions (= semantic features), aimed at 
establishing correlations with lexical co-occurrence; 
3. formulation of an inheritance technique applicable to restricted lexical co-
occurrence in EeD-type lexica; 
4. compilation of lexical entries for the forty German emotion lexemes, using the 
inheritance technique proposed; 
5. introduction of the semantic field entry - a "public" subentry that covers a 
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From these contributions it can be readily concluded that the principle of lexical 
inheritance as applied to the ECD-type lexica is valid. 
At least in the field of Gennan emotion lexemes, useful generalizations over 
GPs and LF values along semantic lines are possible. However, the application of 
lexical inheritance principle is strongly limited. Thus, often it is impossible to find 
correlations between lexical co-occurrence of the key lexemes and their semantic 
features. After all, language is notoriously capricious and inconsistent. 
The research reported in this paper can be pursued in the following three 
ways: 
• Our methodology could be extended onto new languages, new semantic 
fields (e.g., speech act lexemes, weapon and tool lexemes, meteorological 
phenomena lexemes, etc.), new lexemes of the same field (ABNEIGUNG 
'aversion', VERBITTERUNG 'exasperation' ... ), new collocate verbs for the same 
lexemes (for example, for ANGST: loswerden '[to] get rid of', schweben [in] lit. 
'[to] float in' etc.). 
• The current representation of LF values can be improved - for instance, by 
using the notion of default values. This idea purports that an LF has, 
generally speaking, a lexical entry of its own, where its different values are 
specified with respect to rather large and abstract semantic classes. Thus, 
Oper! has as a value carry out for actions, be in for states, have for properties 
and parts, etc. Under such a description, the distribution of each default value 
can be made more precise by having recourse to ever smaller semantic classes 
Gaatone (1982, 1992) deal with this problem).25 
Another possible way towards a better presentation of LF values is to develop 
regular lexical entries for them. Thus, it could prove useful to have a full-
fledged lexical entry for the verb versetzen 'fto] send into' as the value of 
Caus20peri (in Angst versetzen 'fto] send into fear'). Such an entry should 
contain a fine-grained description of contextual distribution of the verb, say, 
with emotion lexemes. This could lead to a significant simplification of the 
description of lexical co-occurrence. (Ibis avenue is explored, e.g., in Reuther, 
(forthCOming).) 
• The proposed technique of establishing the co-occurrence/ meaning 
correlations can be computerized in order to ensure that the set of 
correlations established is optimal. 







keyword instantiation in Accusative/ Dative 
adjective . 
possessive adjective 
semantic class I 
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Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary 




adding the LF values Xl, X2, ••• , Xn to the set of 
inherited LF values 
Meaning-Text Model 
Meaning-Text Theory 




Semantic Actant of L 
Surface Syntactic 
infinitive verb 
X is impossible as an element of the value 
of the corresponding LF 
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Appendix A: Lexical Functions 
In Appendix A, we present a list of LFs used in our research and then short 
definitions of LFs mentioned in this paper. The most of them are complex LFs or LF 
configurations, i.e. LF combinations that are composed of simple standard LFs. We 
list first simple standard LFs and then, LF combinations. 








2. LFs Mentioned in This Paper 
Simple Standard LFs 




2. Able: provides an adjective with the meaning 'being able to ... ' 
3. Magn: provides an intensifier. 
4. Ver: provides an adjective with the meaning 'such as it is supposed to be' 
S. Operl: provides a support, or light, verb (Gross, 1981), which is semantically 
empty (or at least emptied) in the context of its keyword L. The first DSyntA 
of this verb (and its SSynt-subject) is the first DSyntA of L, and its second 
DSyntA (= its main SSynt~bject) is L itself. 
6. FunCj: also provides a support verb, which is semantically empty. The first 
DSyntA of this verb (and its SSynt-subject) is L itself. In case of FunCI, the 
second DSyntA of the verb (= its main SSynt~bject) is the first DSyntA of L; in 
case of Funco, the verb is intransitive. 
7. Fac~: provides a fulfillment" verb, which expresses the meaning 'fulfill the 
requirements imposed on L' [= 'L does what it is supposed to do']. The 
requirements differ with respect to different lS. Thus the requirement of a 
hypothesis is its confirmation, and the requirement of an illness is death, 
while the requirement of an artifact is to function according to its design. 
Syntactically, Facto is fully analogous to Funco and FactI to FunCI. 
8. Incep: Incep, Cont, and Fin (see below} provide what are often called phasal 
verbs. Thereby, Incep stands for 'begin'. 
Naturally, the phasal LFs are often used in complex LFs (see below). Note, 
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= [to] fall asleep 
= [to] wake up 
9. Cont: provides a verb with the phasal meaning 'continue'. 
10. Fin: provides a verb with the phasal meaning 'cease'. 
1l. Caus(;): Caus (and Liqu(;) below) provide causative verbs. Thereby, Caus 
stands for 'do something so that a situation begins to occur'. 
Used with a subscript i, Caus (and Uqu) provides a verb that expresses 
causation of the situation 'L' by the i-th DSyntA of L. The absence of the 
subscript indicates causation by an external causer. 
12. Liqu: provides a verb with the causative meaning 'liquidate' [::::: 'do 
something so that a situation stops occurring']. 
13. Pred: provides a verb covering the meaning of a copula + L (i.e. Precl(L) means 
'to be an L'). 
14. Minus: represents the meaning 'less'; this is, so to speak, one of the 
comparative degrees of Magn. Minus is mostly used in complex LFs, 
combined with Pred and a phasal verb. 
Complex Standard LFs 
The meanings of Complex Standard LFs, LF Configurations and non-standard LFs 
can easily be derived from the meanings of simple standard LFs discussed above; 














Magn + IncepOperl Magn + IncepFunco Magn + IncepFactl 
Non-standard LFs 
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Appendix B: German Data 
1. Collocational Data 













BEDAUERN 'regret' RUHRUNG 
BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm' SCHADENFREUDE 
ElFERSUCHr 'jealousy' SCHAM 
EKEL 'disgust' SCHEU 
EMPORUNG 'indignation' SCHRECK 
ENTSElZEN 'horror' STAUNEN 
ENTIAUSCHUNG 'disappointment' TRADER 
ENrWCKEN 'delight' VERACHI'UNG 
ERREGUNG 'agitation' VERARGERUNG 
FREUDE 'joy' VERDRUSS 
FURCHr 'fright' VERLEGENHEIT 
GROLL 'grudge' VERWUNDERUNG 







1.2 Collocate Verbs (=Values of LFs) Studied 
aufkommen '[to] come up' legen [siehl 
ausbrechen '[to] burst/ machen 
break out' 
bekommen '[to] get' nachlassen 
einfl6Ben '[to] instill' packen 
empfinden '[to] perceive' schiiren 
entgegenbringen '[to] show' iiberkommen 
erfassen '[to] grasp' iiberwaJ.tigen 
erregen '[to] excite' iiberwinden 
fiihlen '[to] feel' unterdriicken 
geraten '[to] get into' verfliegen 
haben '[to] have' versetzen 
hegen '[to] harbor' wecken 





'being touched' / 'moved' 
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2. Data on Semantic Dimensions 
1. Intensity 































The following examples demonstrate the co-occurrence of 'intense' / 'moderate' 
lexemes with mitigators and intensifiers: 
(11) a. Angesichts der randalierenden Rechtsradikalen empfanden die Leute. eine 
"leichte Verzwei{1ung und Wut 
lit. 'People felt slight despair and rage towards rampaging right 
extremists'. 
vs. 
Angesichts des schlechten Wetters empfanden die Spaziergfi"nger eine leichte 
Entttiuschung. 
lit. 'The strollers felt slight disappointment towards foul weather'. 
Die brutale Abrechnung der Banditen mit der Familie Nzomocazzo Tie] in der 
Be'Oolkerung eine "gro(1e Vertirgerung herem 
lit. 'The bandits' brutal settling of accounts with the family 
Nzomocazzo caused a big annoyance in the population'. 
vs. 
Die brutale Abrechnung der Banditen mit der Familie Nzomocazzo Tie] in der 
Be'Oolkerung grope Empo"rung heroor 
lit. 'The bandits' brutal settling of accounts with the family 
Nzomocazzo caused a big indignation in the population'. 
The label 'moderate' precludes, e.g., the co-occurrence of emotion lexemes with the 
LF-verbs erjassen 'fto] seize', iiberlwmmen 'fto] overcome', iiberwtiltigen 'fto] 
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following distinction: For the 'intense' lexemes, they represent the value of LFS 
FunCI and FactI; for the intensity-neutrallexemes, they are elements of the value of 
the LF configurations Magn + FunCI and Magn + FactI. That is, for not inherently 
'intense' lexemes, these verbs add the meaning of high intensity: 
(12) Die Angst erfafltel iiberkaml iiberwaltigte ihn 
lit. 'The fear seizedl overcame 1 overpowered him'. 
(12) obviously implies an 'intense' fear. 
2. Polarity 
The labels 'pleasant' ('+')1 'unpleasant' ('-') for emotion lexemes appear here in 
accordance with, e.g., (Russel 1980). We do not use the more current labels 
'positive' and 'negative' (d., e.g., de Rivera 1977; Dahl and Stengel 1978) since 
these give rise to a rather unfortunate ambiguity: the 'positive' 1 'negative' 
perception of the emotion by the Experiencer vs. the 'positive' 1 'negative' actual 
evaluation of a corresponding emotion by the society. 
Thus, e.g., SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' contributes to the improvement of 
the Experiencer's subjective mental condition and, therefore, should be labeled 
'positive' in the first sense. However, in most cultures SCHADENFREUDE is definitely 
qualified as 'negative' emotion, in the second sense, which means that having this 
emotion is socially disapproved rather than it being 'negative' for its Experiencer. 
Inversely, MITI..EID 'compassion' is considered a positive emotion in the sense of 
social approval; however, in terms of perception by the Experiencer, it is 'negative' 
('X feels bad'). Compare also: 
lEIDENSCHAFf 'passion' of X is semantically 'positive': 'X feels good'. But 
socially it can be both negative and positive, depending on the situational context: 
(13) a. Seine Leidenschaft beim Roulett ist krankJuzft (socially negative) 
lit. 'His passion for the roulette is sickening'. 
b. Die Leidenschaft, mit der er die Sache anpackte, imponierte (socially 
positive) 
lit. 'The passion with which he tackled the task was impressive'. 
SCHAM von X 'shame of X' is semantically 'negative': 'x feels bad'. But socially it 
can as well be both negative and positive: 
(14) a. Die Scham iiber sein Miflgeschick trug noch weiter zu seiner Unsicherheit bei 
(socially negative) 
lit. 'The shame for his clumsiness contributed further to his feeling of 
insecurity' . 
Die Scham iiber das eigene schlechte Benehmen machte Kurt verlegen 
(socially positive) 
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These examples clearly show the inconvenience of the labels 'positive' / 'negative'. 
Therefore, we use unambiguous labels 'pleasant' / 'unpleasant' (for the 
Experiencer). 
'Pleasant' ('+') emotion lexemes: 
ACHTUNG 'respect' LEIDENSCHAFf 
BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm' UEBE 
ENTzUCKEN 'delight' ROHRUNG 
FREUDE 'joy' SCHADENFREUDE 
HOFFNUNG 'hope' ZUNEIGUNG 
'Unpleasant' ('-') emotion lexemes: 
AI:-JGST 'fear' PANIK 
.AR.GER 'anger' REUB 
AUFREGUNG 'excitement' SCHAM 
BEDAUERN 'regret' SCHEU 
ElFERSUCHf 'jealousy' SCHRECK 


















ENTSETZEN 'horror' VER.ARGERUNG 
ENTI.AUSCHUNG 'disappointment' VERDRUSS 
FURCHf 'fright' VERLEGENHEIT 
GROLL 'grudge' VERZWEIFLUNG 
HASS 'hatred' WUT 'rage' 
'compassion', ZORN 'wrath' 
'envy' 
The above listing demonstrates that the 'unpleasant' emotion lexemes outnumber 
the 'pleasant' ones almost three to one. This mirrors the fact, well-known in 
psychology, that human negative (in the psychological sense) emotions are much 
more numerous than positive ones. 
Emotion lexemes that are neither 'pleasant' nor 'unpleasant', i.e. polarity-
neutral, are ERREGUNG 'agitation', STAUNEN 'astonishment' and VERWUNDERUNG 
'amazement'. 
As applied to lexical co-occurrence, this dimension contributes to the 
generalization concerning, e.g., the verb iiberwinden '[to] overcome' as UqUl-
Funco: predOminantly, it is the 'negative' emotion lexemes that accept it: 
Verachtung/ Angst/ Eifersucht iiberwinden '[to] overcome one's contempt/ fear/ 
jealousy', etc., but not ItAchtung/ ItFreude/ ItLeidenschaft iiberwinden '[to] overcome 
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3. Manifestability 

















'Tending-to-be-manifesled' ('-') emotion lexemes: 
ACHruNG 'respect' LIEBE 1ove' 
ANGST 'fear' REUB 'repentance' 
ARGER 'anger' RUHRUNG 'being touched' 
ElFERSUCHf 'jealousy' SCHAM 'shame' 
EI<EL 'disgust' SCHRECK 'terror' 
EMPORUNG 'indignation' TRADER 'sorrow' 
ERREGUNG 'agitation' VERARGERUNG 'annoyance' 
GROLL 'grudge' VERDRUSS 'vexation' 
HASS 'hatred' VERLEGENHEIT 'embarrassment' 
LEIDENSCHAFT 'passion' VERWUNDERUNG 'amazement' 
The dimension of manifestability correlates with that of intensity; 'manifested' 
emotion 1exemes are all- with the exception of FREUDE 'joy' and SCHEU 'shy-
ness' - inherently 'intense'. As a consequence, expressions of emotion 
manifestation imply, as a rule, an 'intense' (or intensified) emotion (they do not 
co-occur with 'moderate' and mitigated" emotions). 
(15) a. Sein Gesicht lief var Wut rot an 
'His face turned red from rage'. 
vs. 
·Sein Gesicht lief vor Verdruj1 rot an 
'His face turned red from vexation'. 
b. Er hupfte var Freude 
'He jumped from joy'. (Freude means here 'intense joy') 
vs. 
·Er hiipfte var ewas Freude 
'He jumped from slight joy'. 
The dimension of manifestability ensures, e.g., the co-occurrence with the verb 
ausbrechen '[to] break out' (lncepOperl or InCepFunCl): only 'manifested' emotion 
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second one the IncepFuncl case): 
4. 
(16) a. Elke brach in Begeisterung/ Pani1c/ Verzweijlung/ Wut/ wilde Freude aus 
lit. 'Elke burst out in enthusiasm/ panic/ despair/ rage/ wild joy'. 
vs. 
Elke brach in *Bedauern/ *Groll/ *Riihrung/ *Verwunderung aus 
lit. 'Elke burst out in regret/ anger / emotion/ astonishment'. 
b. 1m Publikum brach Begeisterung/ Pani1c/ VeTZWeiflung/ Wut/ wilde Freude 
aus 
lit. 'In the audience, there burst out enthusiasm/ panic/ despair / 
rage/ wild joy.' 
vs. 
1m Publikum brach *Bedauern/ *Groll/ *Riihrung/ *Verwunderung aus 
lit. 'In the audience, there burst out regret! anger/ emotion/ 
astonishment'. 
Directionality 
'Directed' ('+') emotion lexemes: 
ACHfUNG 'respect' LBIDENSCHAFf 'passion' 
ANGSI' 'fear' LIEBE 1ove' 
ARGER 'anger' MlTLEID 'compassion' 
EIFERSUCHT 'jealousy' NEID 'envy' 
EKEL 'disgust' SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' 
EMPORUNG 'indignation' VERAOlTUNG 'contempt' 
ENfWCKEN 'delight' VERARGERUNG 'annoyance' 
FURCHT 'fright' WUT 'rage' 
GROLL 'grudge' ZORN 'wrath' 
HASS 'hatred' ZUNEIGUNG ' affection' 
The semantic dimension of directionality determines the co-occurrence with such 
verbs as sich richten [gegen N] '[to] be directed against N' and gelten '[to] be valid' 
(both FunC2):26 
(17) a. Der Arger/ Groll/ Haft/ .. , der Betroffenen richtet sich gegen die Politiker 
lit. 'The anger/ grudge/ hatred/ .,. of those concerned is directed 
against the politicians'. 
Unsere Achtung/ Liebe/ Zuneigung/ ... gilt den Mutigen 
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5. Mentality 
'Mental' ('+') emotion lexemes: 
ACHTUNG 'respect' SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' 
BEDAUERN 'regret' SCRAM 'shame' 
EMPORUNG 'indignation' STAUNEN 'astonishment' 
ENTSFI'ZEN 'horror' VERACHfUNG 'contempt' 
ENTZUCKEN 'delight' VERARGERUNG 'annoyance' 
FURCHT 'fright' VERDRUSS 'vexation' 
GROLL 'grudge' VERLEGENHElT 'embarrassment' 
HOFFNUNG 'hope' VERWUNDERUNG 'amazement' 
MITI..EID 'compassion' VERZWElFLUNG 'despair' 
REUE 'repentance' ZORN 'wrath' 
RiiHRUNG 'being touched' ZUNElGUNG 'affection' 
The dimension of MENTAUIY is relevant to the co-occurrence with, e.g., the verb 
auJkom.men '[to] come up'; only the emotion lexemes which are not 'mental' take 
this verb easily (note that in everyday language, this constraint is often violated). 
Cf.; 
(18) Angst/ Wut/ Arger/ Freude leam in ihm auf 
lit. 'Fear/ rage/ anger/ joy came up in him'. 
vs. 
??Furcht/ ?Zom/ ·Verdrufl / "Emporung leam in ihm auf 
lit. 'Fright/ wrath/ vexation / indignation came up in him'. 
As we see in this example, there are a few pairs of quasi-synonymous or quasi-
antonymous lexemes which contrast with respect to absence/ presence of the label 
'mental'; while ANGST is not 'mental', FURCHT is 'mental', etc.; the members of 
these pairs also contrast with respect to the co-occurrence with the verb auJkom.men 
'[to] come'. 
6. Reactivity 
'Reactive' ('+') emotion lexemes: 
ANGST 'fear' PANIK 'panic' 
ARGER 'anger' RUHRUNG 'being touched' 
EIFERSUCHT 'jealousy' SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' 
EI<EL I disgust' SCHAM 'shame' 
EMroRUNG 'indignation' SCHRECK 'terror' 
ENTSETZEN 'horror' STAUNEN 'astonishment' 























































'Reactive' emotion lexemes tend to co-occur, e.g., with the verb erregen '[to] excite': 
(19) Sein Benehmen emegte Vaters Zorn/ Staunen/ Eiforsucht/ Ek£l 
lit. 'His behavior excited father's wrath/ astonishmentl jealousy / 
disgust'. 
There are, however, some exceptions: 
(20) Sein Benehmen erregte Vaters ·Empiirung/ ·ihre Scham/ ·meine Verzweij-
lung . 
lit. 'His behavior excited father's indignation/ her shamel my despair'. 
This dimension correlates with the dimension of A'ITITUDINAUIY, see immediately 
below: all 'attitudinal' emotion lexemes are 'reactivity-neutral'. 
7. Attitudinality 













Only 'attitudinal' emotion lexemes co-occur with the verb entgegenbringen '[to] 
show': 
(21) Sie bringt ihm selbstlose Liebe entgegen 
lit. 'She shows him selfless love'. 
vs. 
·Sie bringt ihm tine wilde Eifersucht entgegen 
lit. 'She shows him a wild jealousy'. 
In order to account for the co-occurrence of some LF verbs with the governed 
prepositions, attitudinals should be further characterized by the labels 'approv-
ing' / 'disapproving'. ACHTUNG 'respect', UEBE 'love', MlTLEID 'compassion', and 
ZUNEIGUNG 'affection' denote an 'approving' attitude, while HASS 'hatred' and 
verAa-mJNG 'contempt' - a 'disapproving' attitude. Cf. the co-occurrence with 
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(22) Er hegt Jiir <ftgegen> Elke eine tiefe Achtung/ za'rtliche Liebe/ besondere 
Zuneigung 
lit. 'He harbors for <against> Elke a deep respect/ a tender love/ a 
special inclination'. 
vs. 
Er hegt gegen <ftJiir> Hugo eine tiefe Verachtung/ einen abgrundtiefen Haft 
lit. 'He harbors against <for> Elke a deep contempt/ a profound 
hatred'. 
In the present study, we do not consider the labels 'approving' / 'disapproving'. 
8. Activity 
'Active' (' +') emotion lexemes: 
ACHI1JNG 'respect' RUHRUNG 'being touched' 
ANGST 'fear' SCHAM 'shame' 
BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm' SCHEU 'shyness' 
EKEL 'disgust' SCHRECK 'terror' 
ENTSETZEN 'horror' VERACHI1JNG 'contempt' 
FREUDE 'joy' VERLEGENHEIT 'embarrassment' 
FURCHT 'fright' VERZWEIFLUNG 'despair' 
HASS 'hatred' WUT 'rage' 
LElDENSCHAFr 'passion' ZORN 'wrath' 
MITLEID 'compassion' ZUNEIGUNG 'affection' 
PANIK 'panic' 
'Active' emotion lexemes (which are mostly not 'pleasant') co-occur with the verb 
iiberwinden '[to] overcome' (as a value of LiqUIFuncO): 
(23) Sie konnte ihre Scheu/ ihr Entsetzen/ ihre Panik iiberwinden 
lit. 'She could overcome her shyness/ her terror/ her panic'. 
vs. 
Sie konnte ihr ftBedauern/ ihre ftReue/ ihr ftStaunen nicht iiberwinden 
lit. 'She could not overcome her regret/ her repentance/ her 
astonishment'. 
Most of the 'active' emotion lexemes are also 'manifested' and vice versa. However 
natural, this correlation is not obligatory: thus, ACHrUNG 'respect' is 'active' but 
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9. Excitation 
'Excited-state' ('+') emotion lexemes: 
ANGST 'fear' LElDENSCHAFr 'passion' 
ARGER 'anger' LIEBE 'love' 
AUFREGUNG 'excitement' PANIK 'panic' 
BEGEISTERUNG ' enthusiasm' ROHRUNG 'being touched' 
EIFERSUCHf 'jealousy' SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' 
EMPORUNG 'indignation' SCHRECK 'terror' 
ENTSETZEN 'horror' VERARGERUNG 'annoyance' 
ENTZOCKEN 'delight' VERDRUSS 'vexation' 
ERREGUNG 'excitation' VERZWElFLUNG 'despair' 
FREUDE 'joy' WUT 'rage' 
FURCHf 'fright' ZORN 'wrath' 
'Excited-state' emotion lexemes (except ENTZOCKEN 'delight', ROHRUNG 'being 
touched', SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' and VERDRUSS 'vexation') co-occur with 
the verb sich legen '[to] subside' (as a value of FinFunco): 
(24) Ihre Angst/ Begeisterung/ Eifersucht/ Panik legte sich 
lit. 'Her fear / excitement/ jealousy/panic subsided'. 
vs. 
Ihre "Achtung/ ihr "Bedauern/ ihre "Reue/ ihre "Zuneigung legte sich 
lit. 'Her respect/ regret/ repentance/ affection subsided'. 
10. Self-control 
'Self-control-Ioss-inflicting' (' +') emotion lexemes: 
ANGST 'fear' LElDENSCHAFr 
BEGEISTERUNG 'enthusiasm' PANIK 
EIFERSUCHf 'jealousy' SCHRECK 
ENTSETZEN 'horror' VERZWEIFLUNG 
FREUDE 'joy' WUT 







'Self-control-Ioss-inflicting' lexemes co-occur with the verb iiberkommen '[to] 
overcome' (as a value of IncepFactl): 
(25) Ihn iiberkam eine wilde Panik 
lit. 'A wild panic overcame him'. 
vs. 
"Ihn iiberkam eine tiefe Achtung zu seinem Lehrer 
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11. Permanence 
'Permanent' ('+') emotion lexemes: 
ACHI1JNG 'respect' LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion' 
ANGSf 'fear' LIEBE 'love' 
BEDAUERN 'regret' MITLEID 'compassion' 
EIFERSUCHr 'jealousy' NEID 'envy' 
EKEL 'disgust' REUB 'repentance' 
FREUDE 'joy' SCHAM 'shame' 
RJRCHr 'iright' SCHEU 'shyness' 
GROLL 'grudge' TRAUER 'sorrow' 
HASS 'hatred' VERACHI1JNG 'contempt' 
HOFFNUNG 'hope' ZUNEIGUNG ' affection' 
'Permanent' or 'temporary' ('±') emotion lexemes: 
ANGSf 'fear' GROLL 'grudge' 
BEDAUERN 'regret' REUB 'repentance' 
EKEL 'disgust' SCHAM 'shame' 
FREUDE 'joy' SCHEU 'shyness' 
RJRCHr 'iright' 
'Permanent' emotion lexemes do not co-occur with the verb geraten '[to] get into' 
(IncepOperl); they tend to co-occur (although with many exceptions) with the verb 
haben '[to] have' (Operl): 
(26) a. "Hans geriet in Achtung var seinem Lehrer 
lit. 'Hans got into respect to his teacher'. 
vs. 
Hans hatte eine tiefe Achtung var seinem Lehrer 
lit. 'Hans had a deep respect to his teacher'. 
b. "Dieser Mann geriet in Hass gegen alles Fremde 
lit. 'This man got into hatred against everything foreign'. 
vs. 
Dieser Mann hatte einen abgrundtiefen Hass gegen alles Fremde 
lit. 'This man had a deep hatred against everything foreign'. 
'Temporary' emotion lexemes show a clear preference for the co-occurrence with 
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(27) a. Die Aufregung legte sich 
lit. 'The excitement subsided'. 
vs. 
?Der Hafllegte sich 
lit. 'The hatred subsided'. 
Emotion lexemes that can be either 'permanent' or 'temporary' behave 
heterogeneously with respect to the co-occurrence with geraten '[to] get into'; 
thus, SCHEU 'shyness', SCHAM 'shame', and FURCHT 'fright' do not co-occur with it, 
but ANGST 'fear' and FREUDE 'joy' do. 
All 'permanent' or 'temporary' lexemes (with exception of REUE 'repentance') 
co-occur with haben '[ to] have': 
(28) a. Elke hatte Angst/ einen Ekel/ eine grofle Furcht/ eine unerkltMiche Scheu VOT 
ihm 
lit. 'Elke had fear / a disgust/ a big fright/ an unexplainable shyness 
with respect to him'. 
b. Levin hatte eine grofle Freude an dem Traktor 
lit. 'Levin had a big joy with respect to the tractor'. 
The expression Scham haben '[to] have shame'·is an idiom; most often it is used 
either in such questions as: Hast Du keine Scham? lit. 'Don't you have any shame?' 
or in statements such as Er hat keine Scham im Leibe lit. 'He has no shame in the 
body'. 
3. Data on Restricted Lexical Co-occurrence 
To be able to generalize restricted lexical co-occurrence over emotion lexemes, we 
need plausible correlations between semantic components (i.e. values of semantic 
dimensions), introduced in Section, and LF values as shown in Figure 2, i.e. the 
twenty-five verbs chosen for the investigation (see Appendix B, Section 4). In the 
following, we briefly review these verbs with respect to their interdependencies 
with the semantic components of the emotion lexeme definitions. 
Aufkommen '[to] come up' 
Aufkommen as a value of the LF IncepFuncl co-occurs with thirty-five of our 
emotion lexemes. The exceptions - entziicken 'delight', LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion', 
LIEBE 1ove', SCHEU 'shyness', and SCHRECK 'terror' - are, however, not easily 
generalizable. Therefore, their incompatibility is specified explicitly in the entries 
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Ausbrechen '[to] burst/ break out' 
Ausbrechen as a value of the LF Magn+IncepOperl combines with lexemes that are 
simultaneously 'intense' and 'manifested': in Begeisterung/ Panik ausbrechen '[to] 
burst out in enthusiasm/ panic'; d. in "Freude ausbrechen '[to] burst out in joy' 
[FREUDE is not intense; d. in wilde Freude ausbrechen '[to] burst out in wild joy]; in 
brennende "Eifersucht ausbrechen '[to] burst out in burning jealousy' [EIFERSUCHf is 
not manifested]. Three exceptions are found: ENTSETZEN 'horror', ENTZOCKEN 
'delight', and SI'AUNEN 'astonishment', which are 'intense' and 'manifested' but do 
not co-occur with ausbrechen. Again, these exceptions are individually specified.27 
Bekommen '[to] get' 
We. could not find a clear correspondence between values of our semantic 
dimensions. and the co-occurrence of bekommen as a value of the LF IncepOperl. 
Eleven - out of the forty - lexemes co-occur with it: ACHfUNG 'respect', ANGST 
'fear', EKEL 'disgust', HASS 'hatred', HOFFNUNG 'hope', MITLEID 'compassion', PANIK 
'panic', SCHEU 'Shyness', SCHRECK 'terror', wur 'rage', and ZORN 'wrath'.28 All of 
them are 'active'; there are, however, also 'active' lexemes (e.g., BEGEISTERUNG 
'enthusiasm', LEIDENSCHAFT 'passion', VERLEGENHEIT 'embarrassment') that do not 
co-occur with bekommen. The co-occurrence of FURCHT 'fright' with bekommen has 
been questioned. Therefore, we list all occurrences of bekommen explicitly in the 
corresponding entries.29 
Einflo8en '[to] instill' 
Only few lexemes of a rather heterogeneous nature accept einfliiflen as a value of 
the LF Cau~Funcl: ACHfUNG 'respect', ANGST 'fear', FURCHT 'fright', HOFFNUNG 
'hope', and MITLEID 'compassion'. 
Due to the semantic heterogeneity of these emotion lexemes and their small 
number, we list their co-occurrence with ein.fIiJJ1en explicitly. Nevertheless, there 
are semantic features which are presupposed by this co-occurrence: literally, 
einfl6f1en ('[to] infuse', '[to] instill') describes a slow continuous injection, Hence, 
emotion lexemes that co-occur with it must not be "punctual": einen "Schreck! 
"Entziicken einfl6j1en '[to] instill terror/ delight'.3o 
Empfinden '[to] perceive' 
Empftnden as a value of Operl is the most current choice among other expressions 
of Operl for emotion lexemes: it combines with thirty-five out of the forty lexemes 
under consideration. The lexemes with which it does not co-occur - AUFREGUNG 
'excitement', ENTZOCKEN 'delight', PANIK 'panic', SI'AUNEN 'astonishment', and 
VERWUNDERUNG 'amazement' - do not form a semantic subclass; we consider 
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Entgegenbringen '[to] show' 
Entgegenbringen as a value of Operl ~o-occurs with 'attitudinal' emotion lexemes: 
Achtungl Liebe/ Mitleid / ... entgegenbnngen 'lto] show respect/ love/ compassion'. 
Erfassen '[to] grasp' 
Erfassen as a value of Magn + IncepFuncl co-occurs, in general, with 'intense' and 
'intensity-neutral' emotion lexemes. Some of the 'intensity-neutral' lexemes require 
an intensifier in order to co-occur with erfassen: *Verlegenheit erfaflte ihn 
'Embarrassment grasped him', but eine starke Verlegenheit erfaflte iJm lit. 'A strong 
embarrassment grasped him'. Erfassen does not co-occur with 'moderate' emotion 
lexemes: *Veriirgerung/ *Verdrufl / *Verwunderung erfaflte ihn 'Annoyance/ 
Vexation/ Amazement grasped him' and, exceptionally, with a few of the 'intense\ 
and 'intensity-neutral' lexemes (e.g., ARGER 'anger', ENTZUCKEN 'delight', 
HoFFNUNG 'hope', etc;), which is stated explicitly. 
Erregen '[to] excite' 
Erregen as a value of Caus2Funcl tends to co-occur (although with exceptions) with 
emotion lexemes that are 'reactive': Empiirung/ Furcht/ Zorn erregen '[to] excite 
indignation/ fright/ wrath'. However, there are counterexamples: some 'reactive' 
lexemes do not accept erregen (*Entsetzen/ Entziicken erregen 'lto] excite horror/ 
delight), while HASS 'hatred' and NEID 'envy', which are 'reactivity-neutral' do. 
Despite these counterexamples, however, the co-occurrence behavior of 
erregen still allows a generalization (for 'reactive' lexemes). The exceptions and the 
co-occurrence with lexemes that do not have these semantic features are listed 
explicitly in the corresponding lexical entries. 
FUhlen '[to] fill' 
Although fiihlen as a value of Operl is synonymous to empftnden, the co-occurrence 
behavior of these two verbs is not identical: fiihlen is accepted only by a subset of 
emotion lexemes that co-occur with empftnden. Thus, while EMPORUNG 'indigna-
tion', ENTSETZEN 'horror', REUE 'repentance' etc. co-occur with empftnden, they do 
not with fiihlen. 
We could not find valid semantic reasons for this type of deviation, and, 
therefore, note this co-occurrence explicitly: since more than twenty of the emotion 
lexemes co-occur with fiihlen, we specify only the non-occurrence. 
Geraten '[to] get into' 
Geraten as- a value of Magn + IncepOperl does not co-oc~ with 'permanent' 
emotion lexemes; a number of 'temporary' lexemes (e.g., ARGER 'anger', 










































138 Igor A. Me1'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
do not occur with it. In general, geraten co-occurs with emotion lexemes that are 
'manifested'; and additionally with ERREGUNG 'agitation' and VERLEGENHEIT 
'embarrassment'. There are also some exceptions: although ENTSETZEN 'horror' 
is 'manifested', it does not co-occur with geraten.3l A further exception is SCHEU 
'shyness'. 
Haben '[to] have' 
Haben as a value of Operl co-occurs with the most lexemes that are 'permanent'; 
the exceptions here are ElFERSUCHf 'jealousy', LIEBE' 1ove', NEID 'envy', REUE 
'repentance', and TRAUER 'sorrow'. Further, two temporary lexemes WUT 'rage', 
and ZORN 'wrath' also co-occur with haben.32 
Hegen '[to] harbor' 
Hegen as a value of Operl, co-occurs only with six emotion lexemes: ACHTUNG 
'respect', GROLL 'grudge', HASS 'hatred', HOFFNUNG 'hope', LEIDENSCHAFT 
'passion', and ZUNEIGUNG 'affection'. For these lexemes no semantic general-
ization seems possible. Thus, we list the co-occurrence with hegen explicitly. 
Hervorrufen '[to] cause' 
Hervorrufen as a value of Caus2Funcl co-occurs with the most emotion lexemes. 
Those which do not accept it include ACHfUNG 'respect', EIFERSUCHr 'jealousy', 
and HOFFNUNG 'hope', etc. These exceptions are stated explicitly. 
Legen [sich] '[to] lie down' 
Sich legen as a value of FinFunco co-occurs, in principle, with 'excited-state' 
lexemes, with the exception of ENTztrCKEN 'delight', LIEBE 'love', and 
SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' . 
In addition, it co-occurs with five lexemes that do not denote 'excited-state' 
emotions: ENTIAUSCHUNG 'disappointment', GROLL 'grudge', SCHEU 'shyness', 
STAUNEN 'astonishment', and VERLEGENHEIT 'embarrassment'. 
Machen '[to] make' 
Only four emotion·lexemes co-occur with machen as a value of Caus(2) Funcl: 
ANGST 'fear', FREUDE 'joy', HOFFNUNG 'hope', and VERDRUSS 'vexation'. No 
generalization seems possible; therefore, this co-occurrence is specified explicitly 
in the entries of the above lexem.es.33 
Nachlassen '[to] diminish' 
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emotion lexemes with the exception of ENTZUCKEN 'delight', ROIiRUNG 'being 
touched', SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy', and VERDRUSS 'grudge'. There are also 
several lexemes that co-occur with nachlassen without denoting 'excited-state' 
emotions: for example, ENlTAUSCHUNG 'disappointment', HOFFNUNG 'hope', and 
MJTLEID 'compassion'. 
Packen '[to] seize' 
The co-occurrence with packen as a value of Magn + fast InCepFunCl characterizes 
'self-control-Ioss-inflicting' emotion lexemes: Begeisterung/ Leidenschaft/ Ensetzen 
padcten ihn 'Enthusiasm/ Passion/ Horror seized him'. It also presupposes high 
intensity: the additional three lexemes that - without being 'self-control-Ioss-
inflicting' - can co-occur with packen (ERREGUNG 'agitation', REUE 'repentance', 
STAUNEN 'astonishment') must then have explicit intensifiers: Eine tiefe Reue packte 
ihn lit. 'deep repentance seized him', but not ??die Reue packte ihn '(The) repentance 
seized him'. 
Schiiren '[to] fan' 
Schuren as a value of CausContFuncl expresses a disapproval of the emotion in 
question by the speaker. Therefore, it is natural for it to co-occur mostly with 
'unpleasant' emotion lexemes (e.g., ANGST 'fear', EIFERSUCHT 'jealousy', GROLL 
'grudge', etc.). However, it can also co-occur with 'pleasant' emotion lexemes (in 
the emotion field this is LEIDENSCHAFf 'passion': eine krankhafte Leidenschaft schuren 
'[to] fan a sick passion', where schuren implies that the speaker strongly 
disapproves of the passion - although it could be very pleasant for the 
Experiencer. 
Since the subset of 'unpleasant' lexemes that co-occur with schuren is 
considerably smaller than the subset of those which do not (10 : 17), we list this co-
occurrence explicitly. 
Uberkommen '[to] overcome' 
Uberlcommen as a value of Magn + IncepFactl co-occurs with the majority of the 
forty emotion lexemes. Similar to erfassen '[to] grasp', however, it does not co-
occur with 'moderate' lexemes: "Veriirgerung/ "Verdrufl/ "Verwunderung iiberkam sie 
'He was overcome by annoyance/ grudge/ amazement'. Further lexemes which 
iiberkommen does not go with include, for example, ACHTUNG 'respect', LIEBE 'love', 
and VERACHTUNG 'contempt': "Achtung/ "Liebe/ "Verachtung uberkam ihn 'He was 
overcome by respect/ love/ contempt'. However, this cannot be properly 
captured jn terms of our semantic features. Therefore, we mark explicitly the 
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Uberwiltigen '[to] overpower' 
llberwti1tigen as an another value of Magn + IncepFactl co-occurs with a subset of 
lexemes that co-occur with iiberkommen '[to] overcome': e.g., unlike uberkommen, 
the verb iiberwti1tigen does not co-occur with EI<EL 'disgust'; it also does not go as 
easily with ENITAUSCHUNG 'disappointment' as uberkommen does. 
Note that co-occurrence with uberwti1tigen caused serious disagreement 
among our informants. Since only twelve lexemes co-occur with uberwti1tigen, 
we list this co-occurrence explicitly. 
Uberwinden '[to] overcome' 
llberwinden as a value of UquIFuncO tends to co-occur with 'unpleasant' emotion 
lexemes: seine Angst/ Eifersucht/ Scheu uberwinden '[to] overcome one's feM/ 
jealousy / shyness'; but not seine *Achtung/ *Hoffnung/ uberwinden '[to] overcome 
one's respect/ hope. 
However, this is not a generally valid rule: depending on the context, 
uberwinden can readily co-occur with 'pleasant' emotion lexemes if the emotion 
referred to incites the Experiencer to do something he or she does not want to: 
(32) a. Hans iiberwa7ld seine Begeisterung und ging endlich zur Schule 
lit. 'Hans overcame his enthusiasm and went to school, finally'. 
b. Die Scluulenfreude zu uberwinden und zu helfen ... 
lit. 'To overcome the malicious joy and to help ... '. 
Further, there is a small subgroup of 'unpleasant' emotion lexemes whose co-
occurrence with uberwind.en has been questioned by the major part of the subjects. 
These Me mainly those lexemes which are 'mental', e.g., BEDAUERN 'regret', 
STAUNEN 'astonishment', VERDRUSS 'grudge', etc.: sein ?Bedauern/ ?Staunen/ 
?Verdruftllberwinden '[toJovercome one's regret/ astonishment/ vexation'. 
Finally, uberwinden does not easily co-occur with 'moderate' lexemes: seine 
?Vertirgerung/seinen ?Verdruft/seine ?Verwunderung uberwinden '[toJ overcome one's 
annoyance/ vexation/ amazement'. 
All in all, uberwinden co-occurs with thirty out of the forty emotion lexemes, 
therefore, it is specified in the field subentry of GEFUHL 'emotion' with the 
exceptions listed explicitly. 
Unterdriicken '[to] restrain' 
Unterdriicken as a value of the LF UquIFacto naturally co-occurs with 'excited.-state' 
emotion lexemes: Er unterdriickte seine Angst/ seinen Arger/ seine Emporung lit. 'He 
restrained his fear/ his anger/ his indignation'. Only two 'excitation-state' lexemes 
do not take it: SCHRECK 'terror' and VERZWEIFLUNG 'despair'. However, some 
'excitation-neutral' lexemes also co-occur with unterdrl1cken: Er unterdriickte seine 
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grudge/ his hatred'. 
Further, like iiberwinden '[to] overcome', unterdriicken also presupposes the 
emotion to be 'unpleasant': seine Eifersucht unterdriicken [to] restrain one's 
jealousy'; but not seine "Hoffnung unterdriicken '[to] restrain one's hope'. 
In contrast to uberwinden '[to] overcome', however, unterdriicken also co-
occurs with the lexemes which denote emotions that, without being unpleasant for 
the speaker, may be negatively reacted at by the environment, so that this could be 
disadvantageous to the Experiencer: 
(33) a. Der SchUler unterdrllckte seine Schadenfreude als er den auf dem Boden 
liegenden Lehrer sah 
lit. The student restrained his malicious joy when he saw the teacher 
lying on the floor'. 
b. Milria unterdrllckte ihr Mitleid und ging vorbei 
lit. 'Maria restrained her compassion and passed'. 
c. Hans unterdrllckte seine Freude 
lit. 'Hans restrained his joy'. 
The above examples are acceptable, although SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' and 
FREUDE 'joy' are considered as being positive from the Experiencer's perspective in 
Subsection 3.1. As in the case of uberwinden '[to] overcome', the co-occurrence with 
unterdriicken is described as acceptable for the whole field of emotion lexemes; the 
exceptions are again stated explicitly. 
Verfliegen'[to] vanish' 
Verjliegen as a value of fast FinFuneo must, intuitively, have a co-occurrence 
behavior similar to that of sich legen '[to] lay down'. Indeed, verfliegen also shows a 
preference for 'excited-state' emotion lexemes, exceptions being ENTSETZEN 
'horror', ENTzUCKEN 'delight', LIEBE 'love', and PANIK 'panic'. Non-'excited-state' 
lexemes that co-occur with verfliegen include ENTTAuSCHUNG 'disappoinhnent', 
GROLL 'grudge', and HOFFNUNG 'hope'. However, a comparison with sich legen 
shows many differences: thus, sich legen, but not verfliegen combines with 
ENTSETZEN 'horror', while verfliegen, but not sich legen accepts HOFFNUNG 'hope'; 
etc. 
Versetzen '[to] send into' 
Versetzen as a value of Caus20perl co-occurs predominantly either with 'intense' 
lexemes or 'intensity-neutral' lexemes that explicitly or implicitly express high 
intensity: in Angst/ Aufregung/ Begeisterung versetzen '[to] send into fear/ 
excitement/ enthusiasm'. There are, however, too many exceptions and too few 
lexemes filat co-occur with versetzen for a generalization to be pOSSible. Therefore, 










































142 Igor A. Mel'Cuk and Leo Wanner 
Wecken '[to] arouse' 
Wecken as a value of CausFuncl co-occurs with twelve of the forty emotion 
lexemes: e.g., Angst/ Bedauern/ Begeisterung wecken '[to] arouse fear/ regret/ 
enthusiasm'. The semantic characteristics of these lexemes are, however, divergent 
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Appendix C: Abridged Generalized Lexical Enhies of Forty Emotion 
Lexemes in German 
1. ACHI1JNG, fem 
Achtung von X vor Y wegen Z 'X's respect towards Y because of Z' ::: 
X's pleasant, manifestable, mental, attitudinal, active, approving, 
permanent Gefiihl directed at Y because of Z 
TOperl 
IncepOperl 
Magn + IncepOperl 
TCaus2Funcl 
Magn + IncepFactl 
LiqulFacto 
~ 
hegen (fUr Nacc -acc] 
bekommen [-ace] 
-,erfassen 




2. ANGST, fem 
Angst von X vor Y wegen Z 'X's fear of Y because of Z' == X's 
unpleasant, manifestable, reactive, active, excited-state, self-control-





3. ARGER, masc 
Y==II 
1. vor Ndat 
2. zu Yin! 
3. daft PROP 
bekommen I-ace] 
versetzen [Nacc in -acc] 
schiiren [in Ndat -acc] 
einfloBen [Ndat -acc], erregen, 
wecken [in Ndat -acc] 
machen [Ndat -acc] 
Arger von X iiber Y wegen Z 'X's anger at Y because of Z' ::: X's 
unpleasant, manifestable, reactive, excited-state, temporary Gefiihl 
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lOperl 
Magn + IncepFuncl 
Magn + IncepFactl 




Aufregung von X wegen Y 'X's agitation because of Y' = X's 




Magn + IncepFuncl 
Magn + IncepFactl 
5. BEDAUERN, neut 
-,empfinden, -,fiihlen 




Bedauern von X iiber Y wegen Z 'X's regret towards Y because of Z' = 
X's unpleasant, mental, permanent or temporary Gefiihl towards Y 




6. BEGEISTERUNG, fem 
wecken [in Ndat -acc], 
. -,iiberwinden 
-,unterdriicken 
Begeisterung von X iiber Y 'X's enthusiasm caused by Y' = X's intense, 
pleasant, manifested, active, excited-state, self-control-Ioss-inflicting, 




Magn + IncepFactl 
7. ElFERSUCHT, fem 
Y=ll 
1. iiber Nacc 
2. dariiber, daft PROP 
7fiihlen 
versetzen [Nacc in -acc] 
wecken [in Ndat -acc] 
iiberwaItigen [Nacc] 
Eifersucht von X aufY wegen Z 'X's jealousy towards Y because of Z' = 
X's unpleasant, manifestable, reactive, excited-state, permanent 













































8. EI<EL, masc 
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~ 
~haben 
wecken [in Ndat -ace], -,hervorrufen 
schiiren [in Ndat -ace] 
Eke! von X VOT Y wegen Z 'X's disgust of Y because of Z' = X's 
unpleasant, manifestable, reactive, active, permanent or temporary 
Gefiihl caused by and directed at Y because of Z 
Y=ll 
1. VOT Nacc 
2. daVOT, daft PROP 
IncepOperl : bekommen [DET -ace] 
9. EMPORUNG, fem 
Emporung von X iiber Y wegen Z 'X's indignation at Y' = X's intense, 
unpleasant, manifestable, mental, reactive, excited-state, temporary 
Gefiihl caused by Y'Z and directed at Y 
Operl 
CausContFuncl 
10. ENTSE.TZEN, neut 
-,fiihlen 
schiiren [in Ndat -ace] 
Entsetzen von X fiber Y 'X's horror at Y' = X's intense, unpleasant, 
manifested, mental, reactive, active, excited-state, self-control-Ioss-
inflicting, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 
Operl 
Magn + IncepOperl 
fast FinFunco 
Caus2Funcl 





Enttiiuschung von X fiber Y wegen Z 'X's disappointment at Y because 
of Z' = X's unpleasant, reactive, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 





















































iiberwiiltigen [- N aee] 
Entziicken von X iiber Y 'X's delight at Y because of Z' = X's intense, 
pleasant, manifested, mental, reactive, excited-state, temporary 
Gefiihl caused by and directed at Y 
IncepPredMinus 
Operl 






Magn + IncepFunCl 
Caus2Funcl 
LiqulFacto 
Magn + IncepFactl 













Erregung von X wegen Y 'X's agitation because of Y' = X's 
manifestable, excited-state, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 
Caus20perl 
Magn + fast IncepFunCl 
Caus2Funcl 
14. FREUDE, fern 
versetzen [Nace in -ace] 
packen [Nace] 
-,hervorrufen 
FTeude von X iiber Y 'X's joy at Y' = X's pleasant, manifested, reactive, 
active, excited-state, self-control-Ioss-inflicting, permanent or tem-
porary Gefiihl caused by Y 
Caus20perl 
TCaus2Funcl 
TMagn + IncepFactl 
15. FURCHT, fern 
versetzen [Nace in -ace] 
machen [Ndat -ace] 
iiberwaItigen [Nacc] 
FUTcht von X VOT Y wegen Z 'X's fright of Y because of Z' = X's 
unpleasant, mental, reactive, active, excited-state, permanent or 














































16. GROLL, masc 
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Y=ll 
1. VOT Ndat 
2. zu Yin! 
3. daft PROP 
1,ekommen 
versetzen[Nace in -ace] 
einfl6Ben [Ndat -acc], wecken [in. Ndat -acc] 
schiiren [in. Ndat -ace] 
Groll von X auf Y wegen Z 'X's grudge against Y because of Z' = X's 
unpleasant, manifestable, mental, reactive, permanent or temporary 





(Magn +) IncepFactl 
17. HASS, masc 
~ 
hegen [gegen Nacc -acc] 
sich legen 
verfliegen 
7schiiren [in. Ndat -acc] 
...,tiberkommen 
Haft von X auf Y wegen Z 'X's hatred towards Y because of Z' = X's 
intense, unpleasant, manifestable, attitudinal, active disapproving, 
self-control-Ioss-inflicting, permanent Gefiihl caused by Y's Z and 







hegen [gegen Nacc -acc] 
bekommen [-ace] 
erregen [in Ndat -acc] 
wecken [in. Ndat -acc] 
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18. HOFFNUNG, fern 
Hoffnung von X auf Y 'X's hope for Y' = X's pleasant, mental, 








Magn + IncepFuncl 
Magn + IncepFactl 
19. LEIDENSCHAFr, fern 
Y=II 
1. aufNaci! 
2. daft PROP 
nachlassen 




einfloBen [Ndat -acc] 
machen [Ndat -acc], wecken [in N dat -acc] 
...,erfassen 
...,iiberkommen 
Leidenschaft von X fUr Y 'X's passion for Y' = X's intense, pleasant, 
manifestable, active, excited-state, self-control-Ioss-inflicting, perma-






Magn + IncepFactl 
tUqulFacto 
20. LIEBE, fern 
~ 
hegen [fU'r N -acc], ...,empfinden, ...,fiihlen 
7sich legen 
-.aufkommen 
wecken [in Ndat -acc] 
schiiren lin Nat -ace] 
iiberwaItigen [Nace] 
7 iiberwinden 
Liebe von X zu Y wegen Z 'X's love towards Y because of 2' = X's 
intense, pleasant, manifestable, attitudinal, approving, excited-state, 












































Magn + IncepFuncl 
(Magn +) IncepFactl 
fMagn + InCepFactl 
21. MITLEID, neut 
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Y=II 
1. zu Ndat 
2. gegeniiber Ndat 







Mitleid von X mit Y wegen Z 'X's compassion for Y because of Z' = X's 
unpleasant, mental, attitudinal, active, approving, pennanent Gefiihl 






Magn + IncepFactl 
22. NEID, masc 
Y=II 
1. mit Ndat 
2. gegeniiber Ndat 
nachlassen 
bekommen {Ndat -acc] 
verfliegen 
einfloiSen {Nacc -] 
erregen, hervorrufen, wecken [in N dilt -acc] 
iiberwaItigen [Nacc] 
NeiLl von X auf Y wegen Z 'X's envy of Y because of Z' = X's 








erregen, hervorrufen, wecken [in Ndilt -acc] 
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23. PANIK, fern 
Panik von X wegen Y 'X's panic because of Y' = X's intense, 
unpleasant, manifested, reactive, active, excited-state, seH-control-










versetzen INa« in -ace] 
--.verfliegen 
schiiren lin Ndat -acc] 
Reue von X u'ber Y 'X's repentance of Y' = X's unpleasant, mani-
festable, mental, permanent or temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 
Operl 
UqulFuneo 
Magn + fast IncepFuncl 
Caus2Funcl 
UqulFacto 
tMagn + IncepFactl 







RU"hrung von X u'ber Y 'X's I emotion of] being moved because of Y' = 
X's pleasant, manifestable, mental, reactive, active, excited-state, 
temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 
IncepPredMinus 
Caus2Funcl 
tMagn + IncepFactl 




Schadenfreude von X U"ber Y 'X's malicious joy of Y' = X's pleasant, 
mental, reactive, excited-state, temporary Gefiihl caused by and 
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27. SCHAM, fem 
Scham von X aber Y 'X's shame because of Y' = X's unpleasant, 
manifestable, mental, reactive, active, permanent or temporary 
Gefiihl caused by Y 
Operl 
Caus2Funcl 
jMagn + IncepFactl 
UqulFacto 
28. SCHEU, fem 




Scheu von X vor Y wegen Z 'X's shyness in front of Y because of Z' = 
X's unpleasant, manifestable, active, permanent or temporary Gefiihl 
caused by Y because of Z 
IncepOperl 















Schreck von X wegen Y 'X's terror because of Y' = X's intense, 
unpleasant, manifestable, reactive, active, excited-state, self-control-
loss-inflicting, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 
IncepOperl 





30. SfAUNEN, neut 
bekommen [DET -ace] 
-,ausbrechen, -,geraten 




Staunen von X aber Y wegen Z 'X's astonishment on Y because of Z' = 
X's intense, manifested, mental, reactive, temporary Geftihl caused 
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Operl 
lMagn + IncepOperl 
Caus20perl 
FinFuneo 
Magn + fast IncepFuncl 
liqUlFuneo 
31. TRAUER, fern 
...,ernpfinden. ...,fiihlen 
...,ausbrechen 




Traw:r von X urn Y 'X's sorrow for Y' = X's unpleasant, manifestable, 
permanent Gefiihl caused by Y 
Y=II 
1. urn Nacc 
2. iiber Nacc 
3. (dariiber), daft PROP 
1) C1/.2: N denotes a fact.35 
Operl 
fast + FinFuneo 
Magn + IncepFactl 
Caus2Funcl 
liqulFacl:o 






Verachtung von X vor Y wegen Z 'X's contempt towards Y because of 
Z' = X's unpleasant, mental, attitudinal, active, disapproving, 
permanent Gefiihl caused by Y's Z and directed at Y 
lOperl 
Magn + IncepFuncl 
lCaus2Funcl 
33. VERARGERUNG, fern 
hegen (fUr N -acc] 
...,erfassen 
wecken [in Ndat -acd 
Vera'rgerung von X iiber Y wegen Z 'X's annoyance towards Y because 
of Z' = X's moderate, unpleasant, manifestable, mental, reactive, 
excited-state, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y's Z and directed at Y 
...,iiberwinden 
34. VERDRUSS, fern 
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X's moderate, unpleasant, manifestable, mental, reactive, excited-










machen [Ndat -ace] 
-,hervorrufen 
Verlegenheit von X iiber Y 'X's embarrassment of Y' = X's unpleasant, 
manifestable, mental, active, temporary Gefiihl because of Y 
IncepPredMinus 




36. VERWUNDERUNG, fem 
nach1assen 




Verwunderung von X iiber Y 'X's astonishment because of Y' = X's 




37. VERZWEIFLUNG, fem 
-,empfinden, -,fiihlen 
-,iiberwinden 
erregen [in Ndat -ace] 
VerzweiJlung von X fiber Y 'XIS despair because of Y'= XIS intense, 
unpleasant, manifested, mental, reactive, active, excited-state, self-
control-loss-inflicting, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y 
iMagn + IncepFactl 
Caus2Funcl 
LiqUlFacto 
38. WUT, fem 
Y=II 
1. wegen Naa: 
2. iiber Nacc 
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intense, unpleasant, manifested, reactive, active, excited-state, seH-
control-loss-inflicting. temporary Gefiihl caused by Y's Z and 





39. ZORN, masc 
Y=ll 
1. aufNaa: 
2. aber Naoc 
haben [pRON / DET --ace] 
bekommen [DET -ace] 
versetzen [N/ICC in --/ICC] 
schiiren [in Nut --] 
Zorn 'Don X u'ber Y wegen Z 'X's wrath towards Y because of Z' = X's 
intense, unpleasant, manifested, merital, reactive,' active, excited-
state, self-control-Ioss-inflicting, temporary Gefiihl caused by Y's Z 






40. ZUNEIGUNG, fem 
Y=ll 
ll. aufNaoc 
haben [PRON/ DET -ace] 
bekommen {DET -ace] 
versetzen [Nace in -ace] 
wecken [in Nut -ace], 
schiiren lin Nut -ace] 
Zuneigung'DOn X zu Y wegen Z 'X's affection for Y because of Z' = X's 
pleasant, mental, attitudinal, active, permanent Gefiihl caused by Y's 
Z and directed at Y 
lMagn + IncepFactl 
UqulFacto 
~ 
haben [PRON/ DET -ace fUr Nacc], 
hegen [-ace for Nace ] 
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Notes 
1 Much work has been done on adequate representation of semantic and grammatical information 
in the lexicon (d., e.g., Boguraev and Briscoe, 1987; Zemik and Dyer, 1987; Copestake, 1992). 
However, the problem of restricted lexical co-occurrence has not yet been addressed 
systematically. Although we are aware of some interesting ideas and proposals concerning this 
problem (d. BoriI1o, 1992; Heid and Raab, 1989; Reuther, forthcoming), there are, as far as we 
know, no special studies dealing with an efficient representation of restricted lexical co-
occurrence in dictionaries. 
2 A substantive dependency between semantic subclasses oflexemes and the values of applicable 
LFs has been first stated, to our knowledge, in Heid and Raab (1989: 132-133), based on a 
description of French attitudinal emotion lexemes in Mel'Cuk et 01. (1984); d. also BoriI1o (1992) 
and Reuther (forthcoming). For a general discussion of correlations between semantics and lexical 
c:o-occurrence, see, e.g., Pustejovsky et 01. (1993). 
3 It is impossible to give here an overview of this last growing field in sufficient detail; we refer the 
reader, for example, to "Spedal Issue of Computational Linguistics on Inheritance" (1992). 
4 Grammatical and Semantic inheritance classes overlap as well, but there this is a rather 
constrained phenomenon. 
S In the abridged definitions, we do not translate the generic lexeme of the field - GEFUHL 
'emotion', see Subsection 4.5. 
6 A lexeme is a word taken in one well-specified sense and supplied with all the information 
determining its behavior when it is used in this sense. 
7 We do not consider here. definitions of non-predicate lexemes, which are irrelevant to our topic. A 
predicate lexeme is a lexeme whose meaning is a predicate (in logical sense): denotation of an 
action, an eVent, a state, a relation, a property, etc. 
8 Semantic octants ofa lexeme L correspond to arguments of the predicate which is L's meaning. 
9 Syntactic odants of a lexeme L are major syntactic dependents of L which correspond, roughly 
speaking, to L's semantic actants. 
10 For further psychological studies on emotions and their vocabulary, see, e.g., de Rivera (1977); 
Dahl and Stengel (1978); Johnson-Laird and Oatley (1989). 
11 Note that our semantic dimensions are trivial semantic features, in Apresjan's terminology (d. 
Apresjan 1980: 27). 
12 In the strict sense of the term 'lexicographic definition' as used in MTr, what we call here 
"abridged definitions" are not genuine definitions. An abridged definition is not designed to 
represent the meaning of the lexeme in all relevant details; rather, it is a hybrid formation for 
establishing the correlations between semantics and lexical co-occurrence. 
13 Let it be emphasized that the semantic descriptions of German lexemes should not be judged on 
their English glosses. Thus, we translate sr AUNEN as 'astonishment' and VERWUNDERUNG as 
'amazement', but while the German lexemes are opposed as to the INTENSITY, their English 
correspondents are not: neither of 'astonishment' and 'amazement' is more intense than the other. 
Our glosses are no more than approximate pointers to the respective meaning; they are not to be 
taken at their face values. 
14 Cf. SotrUtterfeldt and Schreiber (1983), where 'active' emotion lexemes are defined using a 
component called "Tlitigkeitsanteil" 'activity part'; this component specifies the activity induced 










































156 Igor A. Mel'CuI< and Leo Wanner 
15 We would like to take this opportunity to thank especially Sylvia DickgieBer for hunting down 
the emotion lexemes and their co-occurrence in the IDS corpora for us. 
16 Let us give here three examples to illustrate the range of diversity in speakers' acceptability 
judgements. 
Example 1: nachlllssen '[to] get weaker' 
According to one of the subjects, nachlassen does not co-occur with the following ten of the forty 
lexemes under consideration: 
ANGST' 'fear' NEID 'envy' 
BEDAUERN 'regret' REUE 'repentance' 
EICEL 'disgust' SCHADENFREUDE 'malicious joy' 
ENITAUSCHUNG 'disappointment' SCHEU 'shyness' 
HASS 'hatred' VERACHruNG 'contempt' 
Yet according to another subject, nachlassen does not co-occur with a different set of six lexemes: 
BEDAUERN 'regret' REUE 'repentance' 
EMPORUNG 'indignation' RiiHRUNG 'being moved' 
ENTZUCKEN 'delight' VERLEGENHEIT 'embarrassment' 
That is, the two subjects agree in two cases only: ·das Bedauern/ ·die Reue liefl nacho 
Example 2: hegen '[to] harbor' 
As compared with nachlassen, the subjects' judgements were even more divergent for hegen; they 
varied between four (GROLL 'grudge', HOFFNUNG 'hope', LEIDENSCHAFr 'passion', 
ZUNElGUNG 'affection') and twenty-four accepted lexemes. These twenty-four include, e.g., 
ANGST 'fear', BEDAUERN 'regret', RiiHRUNG 'being touched'. 
Example 3: wecken '[to] wake' 
All our subjects accepted Groll 'grudge' / Hoffnung 'hope' / Mitleid 'compassion' / Zorn 'wrath' 
wecken. Other collocations accepted only by some of the subjects include, for example, ANGST 
'fear' / BtdIluern 'regret' / Neid 'envy' wecken. 
17 "Full" in this sense means that the lexical entry presents all the information in full, 
"uncompressed" form. i.e. before carrying out the generalization. 
18 The collocation Gefiihl fiihlen is usually avoided for stylistical reasons. 
19 Of course, we do not consi~er here the other senses of bestellen, such as '[to] order' [as in a 
restaurant], etc. ' 
20 But not with FURCHT 'fright', VERARGERUNG 'annoyance', LIEBE 'love' CFurcht/ 
7Veriirgerung! 7Liebe in ihm schiiren lit. 'to fan fright! annoyance/ love in him'). 
21 Instead of a subordinate clause an infinitive with zu can always be used in an appropriate 
syntactic context: seine Freude (dariiber), E/Ice heute zu sehen 'his joy to see Elke today'; therefore, 
being grammatically regular, it is not specified in the GP. Note that the prepositional pronoun is 
by no means optional with alllexemes. Cf. ihr Ekel daoor, daft Hans den 5a/at mit den Hiinden mischt 
lit. 'Her disgust of it that Hans mixes the salad with his hands', but ·ihr Ekel, dajJ Hans den 5a/at mit 
den Htinden mischt lit 'Her disgust that Hans mixes the salad with his hands'. 
22 One might consider another avenue for possible generalizations concerning the GPs: 
obligatoriness/ optionality of the expression of a given DSyntA. Thus, the expression of 
DSyntA 0 is optional for three-argument emotion lexemes such as ANGST, ARGER, etc. (with the 
exception of attitudinals and EIFERSUCHT, see below): 
(3) a. HJms hat Angst wegen Hugos Brutalitll't [=10] 
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Hans IuIt Angst oor Hugo [=11] wegen dessen Brutalital [=UI] 
lit. 'Hans has fear of Hugo because of his brutality'. 
Hans IuIt Angst 
lit. 'Hans has fear'. 
However, in attitudinals the DSyntA U cannot be omitted if the DSyntA m is expressed: 
(4) a. Hans IuIt Achtung oor Hugo wegen dessen mutigen Auftretens 
lit. 'Hans has respect of Hugo because of his courageous intervention'. 
but 
b. ·Hans IuIt Achtung wegen Hugos mutigen Auftretens 
lit. 'Hans has respect because of Hugo's courageous intervention'. 
EIFERSUCHT 'jealousy' equally cannot be used in German with its DSyntA m but without its 
DSyntA U: 
(5) a. ·ihre Eifrrsucht wegen tier engen Freundsclulft ihres Mannes mit seiner KDllegin 
'her jealousy because of the intimate friendship of her husband with his (female) 
colleague'. 
b. ihre Eifersucht auf die KDllegin ihres Mannes wegen tleren enger Freundscluljt 
'her jealousy of her husband's (female) colleague because of their intimate friend-
ship'. 
Yet, for the time being we do not consider this type of possible generalization. 
23 Other lexemes of GEFlJHL include: 
G~ 'feeling of .. .' as in 
(7) a. Ein scharfos Gefiihl der Gefahr/ des Verlustes 
'an acute feeling of danger/ loss' 
b. Ein freudiges Geftihl tier Erleichterung 
'a joyful feeling of alleviation'; 
G~ 'feel' as in 
(8) a. Elke IuIt ein gutes Gefiihl /iir Musik 
'Elke has a good feel for music'. 
G~ 'feeling' as in 
(9) Elke IuItte das Gefiihl, daft er sie betriigt 
'Elke had the feeling that he cheats on her'. 
GEFiiHLs 'sense of touch' as in 
(10) Elke IuIt ein gutes Gefiihl'in den Fingern 
'Elke has a good sense of touch in her fingers'. 
24 The semantic actant W represents an actual specific emotion: das Gefiihl tier Freude 'the feeling of 
joy <= das erfreuliche Gefiihl/ 'the joyful feeling'>, das Gefiihl des GUic1es 'the feeling of happiness' 
<= das glu'ckliche Gefiihl 'the happy feeling'>, etc. When an emotion lexeme is used as the second 
argument of 'GEF'OHL\', it brings along its own lexical co-occurrence; d. wilde Freude 'wild joy' -+ 
ein wildes Gefiihl tier Freude 'the wild feeling of joy' or Zorn kIIm in ihm auf 'Wrath came up in him' 
-+ Ein zorniges Gefiihl kIIm in ihm auf 'Wrathful feeling came up in him', This is another type of 
lexical inheritance, which is not considered in this paper. 
25 Note that in this context LFs are applied not to specific lexical units but to abstract semantic 
classes thereof; this actually means a revision and generalization of the concept of LF itseH. 
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27 Ausbrechen can also be a value of the LF Magn+Iru:epFuncl: Begeisterung/ Panik brach im Publileum 
aus lit. 'Enthusiasm/ Panic bwst out in the public'. 1hen the Experiencer must be a collective 
noun: E, brach in Begeisterung QUS lit. 'He bwst out in enthusiasm', but not ·Begeisterung brach in 
ihm aus lit. 'Enthusiasm bwst out in him'. 
28 The very common collocation ARGER bekommm lit. '[to] get anger' (as in Wegen seiner schlechten 
Noten bekam Uwe zuhause miichtigen Arger 'Because of his poor marks, Uwe got into much trouble 
at home') contains a different lexeme of ARGER meaning 'trouble', i.e. not an emotion lexeme. 
29 In some collocations, bekommm cannot be replaced. by its colloquial absolute synonym biegen; 
consider: Er beIann neue Hoffnung 'He got new hope' but ·Er 1criegte neue Hoffnung. 
30 Note that with ACHTUNG 'respect' the verb '[to] instill' requires as its first actant a predicate 
rather than a person: 
(28) a. Sein couragierles Aujtreten jli1J1te uns Achtung tin 
'His courageous appearance instilled respect into us'. 
b. "Er jloJlte uns Achtung tin 
lit. 'He instilled respect into us'. 
This is different for angst 'fear': 
(29) a. Sein hemmungsloses Auftreten jli1J1te uns Angst ein 
lit. 'His unscrupulous appearance instilled fear into us'. 
b. Erjliiflte uns Angst tin 
lit. 'He instilled fear into us'. 
Therefore, an additional condition is required with einjlOJlen '[to] instill' in the lexical entry of 
ACHfUNG 'respect'. 
31 In fact, we found an example for in ENTSETZEN geraten in the corpus; however, the majority of 
the native speakers consulted found this co-occurrence ungrammatical. 
32 Note that in the common collocation AUFREGUNG 'excitement' haben, AUFREGUNG means 
'trouble' as in Mit diesen Burschen hat man nur Aufregung lit. 'With these guys one has only 
trouble'. 
33 Machen '[to] make' also co-occurs with ARGER 'anger' and PANIK 'panic'. However, in these 
collocations, ARGER and PANIK denote not emotions but 'trouble' and 'fuss', respectively: 
(30) a. In letzter Zeit machte Mayer der Geschilftsfiihrung ziemlich viel ,,4rger 
'Lately, Mayer made the management a lot of trouble'. 
b. Der Chef macht heute wieder mal Panik! 
'Once again, the boss is making much fuss today'. 
34 In seine Begeisterung for Spieleisenbahnen 'his enthusiasm for toy railroads' we find another lexeme 
of BEGEISIERUNG with a different GP. 
35 It is this restriction bearing on the governed phrase "uber Naa:" that precludes the generalization 
of fiber and dilriiber, diljJ, i.e. the reference to the common expression of Actant n of the reactive 
emotion lexemes. Compare, e.g., Entsetzen uoer EIJces Verhalten 'the horror over Elke's behavior' / 
UDer Elu 'over Elke' but TraUtr UDer Elbs Verhalten 'the sorrow over Elkes behavior' / ·uoer ElJce; 
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